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An n-dimensional z-component boundary link is a codimension 2 embedding of spheres 
L = [J s' c s 2 
such that there exist A  disjoint oriented embedded (n + 1)-manifolds which span the 
components of L. An F,-link is a boundary link together with a cobordism class of 
such spanning manifolds. 
The F,-link cobordism group C(F,1 ) is known to be trivial when n is even but not 
finitely generated when n is odd. Our main result is an algorithm to decide whether 
two odd-dimensional F-1inks represent the same cobordism class in C2q 1(F,) assum-
ing q > 1. We proceed to compute the isomorphism class of C2q_1(F12 ), generalizing 
Levine's computation of the knot cobordism group C2q_1(F1). 
Our starting point is the algebraic formulation of Levine, Ko and Mio who identify 
C2q_1 (F,) with a surgery obstruction group, the Witt group G(l)'L(Z)  of ri-component 
Seifert matrices. We obtain a complete set of torsion-free invariants by passing from 
integer coefficients to complex coefficients. Signatures correspond to 'algebraically in-
tegral' simple self-dual representations of a certain quiver (directed graph with loops). 
We deduce that signatures correspond to algebraic integers on an infinite disjoint union 
of real affine varieties. 
To distinguish torsion classes, we consider rational coefficients. The algebraic ma-
chinery of Quebbemann, Scharlau and Schulte is employed to express G(1) '"(Q) as 
an infinite direct sum of Witt groups of finite-dimensional division (Q-algebras with 
involution. The Witt group of every such algebra appears as a summand infinitely 
often. 
The theory of symmetric and hermitian forms over these division algebras is well-
developed. There are five classes of algebras to be considered; complete Witt invariants 
are available for four classes, those for which the local-global principle applies. An 
algebra in the fifth class, namely a quaternion algebra with non-standard involution, 
requires an additional Witt invariant which is defined if all the local invariants vanish. 
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The classification problem addressed in this volume concerns n-dimensional spheres S' 
knotted and linked inside an (n + 2)-dimensional space. This (n + 2)-dimensional space 
could be ]n+2,  but following standard convention let us assume that it is the one point 
compactification, S 2 . 
We focus on boundary links, links whose components are the boundaries of disjoint 
(n + 1)-dimensional manifolds inside S" 2 . In fact, our basic object of study is the 
F1 -link, a refinement of the (u-component) boundary link whose definition involves the 
free group F on ,a non-commuting generators. 
Whilst all three notions - 'link', 'boundary link' and 'F 1 -link' - are generalizations 
of 'knot', the theory of F,-links is most directly analogous to knot theory. 
The aim of the present work is to provide the means to calculate whether two 
arbitrary F,,-links are 'the same' or 'different', up to an equivalence relation known as 
cobordism 1 [30]. In the definition of cobordism one regards the ambient sphere S' 2 
as the boundary of an (n + 3)-dimensional disc, D 3 . To say that a knot, for example, 
is cobordant to the trivial knot is not to say that one can untie the knot in S 2 , but 
that one can untie it in D' 3 by contracting it concentrically through some (n + 
dimensional disc. i
If n > 2 then the set C(Ft ) of cobordism classes of F,1-links is an abelian group; 
one adds two links by 'ambient connect sum', joining corresponding components of 
the two links with narrow tubes. The secondary aim of this work is to compute the 
isomorphism class of C(F). 
A detailed computation of the knot cobordism group C(F1 ) was achieved in the 
1960's and 1970's for all n > 2. Only the case n = 1 remains an open problem. The 
even-dimensional groups turned out to be trivial [41], whereas the odd-dimensional 
groups are not even finitely generated. 
The odd-dimensional computation emerged in two stages. Firstly, surgery methods 
were used to identify C(F1 ) with a group defined in purely algebraic terms [55, 11, 
38, 39, 75, 76, 82, 941. Secondly, numerical invariants powerful enough to distinguish 
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all the odd-dimensional knot cobordism classes were defined and the cobordism group 
was computed [68, 54, 42, 96]. 
The first stage of the F,-link cobordism computation, reduction to algebra, has 
also been achieved. The even-dimensional groups are trivial while the odd-dimensional 
groups are 'even larger' than in knot theory. This first chapter is a short exposition 
of the reduction to algebra of knot cobordism and F,-link cobordism. We recall the 
different notions of link cobordism and state three (equivalent) identifications of C(F) 
with surgery obstruction groups. 
Our main results, which we state in chapter 2, concern the second stage of the 
link cobordism problem. We define an algorithmic procedure to decide whether or not 
two F,-links are cobordant (assuming q> 1) and proceed to compute the isomorphism 
class of C2q_1 (F,). The definitions of our invariants also apply when q = 1 but they 
are far from a complete set in this case. 
Previous odd-dimensional link cobordism signatures include those of S.Cappell and 
J.Shaneson [12, p46] and of J.Levine [58, 59] who obtained some F,-link signatures via 
jumps in the -invariants associated to unitary representations F. -+ U(m) of the free 
group. 
We employ quite different methods taking as a starting point the algebraic formu-
lation of C2q_1(F,i ) in terms of 'Seifert matrices' (sections 1.4.2 and 1.5.2 below). 
1.1 Isotopy and Cobordism; the Link 
Let us first explain what is meant by cobordism of links. A link is an embedding of 
disjoint n-dimensional spheres  in an (n -f- 2)-dimensional sphere: 
Lü ... UScS 2 
Each component of a link may be knotted; indeed, a 1-component link is called a knot. 
Two links are called isotopic and are usually considered to be 'the same' if one of 
the links can be transformed into the other through embeddings: 
Definition 1.1.1. Links L ° and L 1 are isotopic if they can be joined 3 in S 2 x [0, 1] 
by an embedding 
LI 	(Stm U. .. U S) x [0,1] c S 2 x [0,1] 
such that, for each i E [0, 11, 
(Stm uS.. uStm) x {i} c n+2 x {i}. 
A link L is in fact isotopic to the trivial link if and only if L is the boundary of 
disjoint disks embedded in S 2 (see for example Hirsch [37, Thm8.1.5]). 
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Cobordism is a weaker equivalence relation first defined in the context of classical 
knots S' C S3 by Fox and Milnor [30]. One merely omits the condition that the 
embedding should be 'level-preserving': 
Definition 1.1.2. Links L ° and L' are cobordant if they may be joined  by an embed-
ding 
LI_(SnU ... USn)x  [0,1]cS 2 x [0,1]. 
The set of ri-dimensional si-component link cobordism classes is denoted C(ri, ). 
A cobordism between L and the trivial link can be 'capped' at the trivial end by i 
disjoint disks D' C Thus a link is cobordant to the trivial link if and only if 
it bounds ji disjoint disks embedded in D 3 : 
Snu...uSn 	C S 2 
n 	 n  
C D 3 
A link which is cobordant to a trivial link is called null-co bordarit or slice. 
The general problem of classifying knots and links up to isotopy appears very dif-
ficult, although much is known about certain restricted classes. On the other hand a 
detailed classification of knot cobordism C(n, 1) was achieved in the 1960's and 1970's 
for all n > 2. For u > 2 the computation of C(n, ) is at the time of writing an 
important open problem. 
1.2 Knot Theory 
Before introducing boundary links, let us review a little high-dimensional knot the-
ory. To the uninitiated reader we recommend Kervaire and Weber [40] and the (low-
dimensional) books of Lickorish [64] and Rolfsen [86]. Further high-dimensional expo-
sitions include Farber [24], Levine and Orr [57] and Ranicki [83, Introduction]. 
1.2.1 Seifert Surfaces 
It is well-known that every knot S' C S 42 is the boundary of a connected and oriented 
(n + 1)-manifold 
C v'' c S 2 	 (1.2) 
called a Seifert surface. Although there are (infinitely) many possible choices for V' 1 , 
a 'Seifert matrix' of linking numbers associated to the embedding of any Seifert surface 
enable one to define and compute valuable isotopy invariants and cobordism invariants 
of the knot. Indeed, M.Kervaire [41] and J.Levine [55] proved that when n > 2 complete 
cobordism information is obtained. We elaborate in section 1.4 below. 
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One can explain both the existence of Seifert surfaces and the independence of 
associated invariants to one's choice of Seifert surface as follows: Let X denote the 
exterior of a knot K, that is to say, the complement in S 2 of an open tubular 
neighbourhood of K. By Alexander duality H(X) H(S') for all knots K so there 
is a canonical surjection 
iri(X) - i(X) 	Hi (X) Z. 	 (1.3) 
This surjection is induced by a map 
O:X—*S 1 
which sends a meridian of the knot to a generator of 7n(S 1 ) = Z and is unique up to 
homotopy. If 9 is chosen judiciously then the inverse image 0 1 (x) of a point x e S' 
(together with a small collar) is a Seifert surface for K. 
1.2.2 The Infinite Cyclic Cover 
Although Seifert surfaces facilitate computation, a knot invariant is perhaps more ele-
gant if its definition does not require arbitrary choices. J.Milnor [67] and R.Blanchfield [7] 
considered the algebraic topology of an infinite cyclic cover X -f X, the pull-back of 
0 : X - S1 
X I 	t 
X S1 
The space X enjoys a free action by the group Z of deck transformations. Poincaré 
duality of X, defined Z-equivariantly, yields knot invariants which are equivalent in 
sensitivity to 'Seifert matrix' invariants. In particular, when n > 2 one can obtain 
complete knot cobordism invariants. We shall outline the various approaches to knot 
cobordism in section 1.4. 
1.3 Boundary Links 
One would naturally like to extend the knot theory we have outlined to link theory. 
Certainly one can obtain link invariants by means of a map 0 : X - 1 where X 
denotes the link exterior. If 0 is chosen suitably then the preimage of a point x E S 1 is 
a connected oriented (n + 1)-manifold which spans the link (compare Tristram [97]). 
A link admits not only an infinite cyclic cover, but also a free abelian cover. By 
Alexander duality H1 (X) ZY so there is a natural surjection 
71 (X) -p  1  (X)8 	Hi (X) ZIL 
which leads to further link invariants (see for example Hillman [36] and Sato [88, 90]). 
Closer parallels to high-dimensional knot theory become possible if one assumes 
that there is a suitable homomorphism from ir i (X) to the (non-abelian) free group F1 
on u-generators. Such a homomorphism exists if and only if the components of the link 
bound disjoint oriented (n + 1)-manifolds. 
Definition 1.3.1. A link L is a boundary link if the components bound disjoint con-
nected oriented (n + 1)-manifolds 
C V1 + 1 u...uvc;+' C S 2 
The union V of these (n + 1)-manifolds is called a Seifert surface. 
Proposition 1.3.2 (Gutierrez [34], Smythe [95]). A link L is a boundary link if 
and only if there is a group homomorphism 
0 : ir 1 X - F, 
which sends some choice of meridians m 1 ,.. , m 12 of the components of L to a distin-
guished basis z 1 , 	 ,zl , for F. 
Definition 1.3.3. A pair (L, 0) as in theorem 1.3.2 is called an F,, -link. 
In particular, the map (1.3) implies that every knot is a boundary link, as we 
discussed in section 1.2.1. A knot can also be regarded as an F 1 -link because (1.3) is 
unique. 
Meridians m i e iri (X) in theorem 1.3.2 can be defined by choosing a suitable path 
from a base-point of X to a small meridinal circle around each component of the link. 
Two surjections 0 and 0' corresponding to distinct choices of meridians are related by 
an equation 0 = aO' where a is an automorphism of F, which sends each generator z 
to some conjugate gj zjg 1 E F,. 
Returning briefly to knot theory, the Thom-Pontrjagin construction implies that 
every Seifert surface may be written as 0 1 (x) for some 0 : X -* S'. Given two Seifert 
surfaces V = 0 1 (x) and V' = 0' 1 (x) one can find a homotopy h : X x [0,11 -* S 1 
from 0 to 6'. If h is chosen judiciously, then h (x) is a cobordism between V and V' 
relative the knot. 
Boundary link theory is similar: One constructs a Seifert surface from a map not 
to a circle but to a one-point union of i circles 
XS'v ... vS'. 
The inverse image of p regular points chosen on distinct copies of S 1 is a si-component 
Seifert surface. Conversely, given a Seifert surface the Thom-Pontrjagin construction 
gives a map X -* S 1 V ... V S1 . The choices of surjection 9 : ir i (X) -p F,1 correspond 
bijectively with the cobordism classes (rel L) of Seifert surfaces. 
1.3.1 Cobordisms 
Just as 'link' is not the only generalization of 'knot', 'link cobordism' is not the only 
generalization of 'knot cobordism'. 
Definition 1.3.4. Two boundary links L ° and L' are boundary cobordant if they can 
be joined in S 2 x [0, 1] by a link cobordism LI whose components bound disjoint 
oriented (n + 2)-manifolds. If a boundary link is boundary cobordant to the trivial 
link, it is called boundary slice. The set of boundary cobordism classes of boundary 
links is denoted B(n,p). 
Definition 1.3.5. Two F,-links (L°, Oo) and (L 1 , Oi)  are F-cobordant if they may be 
joined in S 2 x [0, 1] by a pair (LI, e) where LI is a link cobordism and 
E) : 7ri (S 2 x [0, 1] \ LI) - F1 
agrees with 0 and 0' up to inner automorphism. The set of cobordism classes of F ,-links 
is denoted C(F). 
In the case of knot theory, p = 1, every knot cobordism extends to a cobordism 
between Seifert surfaces. In symbols 
C(F1) = B(n, 1) = C(n, 1) 
Returning to links, there are canonical forgetful maps 
B(n,p) 	C(n,,a) 
but they are not in general bijective. T.Cochran and K.Orr proved [15, 16] that if n is 
odd and p ~: 2 then B(n,p) -* C(n,p) is not surjective. 
The map C(F) - B(n, p) is easier to understand. As we discussed in section 1. 3, 
a boundary link has a splitting 0 : ir i (X) - F, defined uniquely up to composition by 
generator conjugating automorphisms of the free group. If A,, denotes the group of such 
automorphisms (modulo inner automorphisms) then B(n, p) is the set of A,-orbits 
B(n,p) 
Note that A, is a non-trivial group for all p > 3. 
Ko proved further [45, Theorem 2.7] that there is a bijective correspondence between 
F-cobordism classes and cobordism classes of pairs 
(V 1 c S 2 , L = UV) = (Seifert Surface, Boundary Link) 
and gave a geometric interpretation of the action of A. in terms of Seifert surfaces. 
The present thesis uses Seifert surface methods to define invariants which distinguish 
F-cobordism classes of F,1-links. 
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1.3.2 Addition of F,,-Links 
It is well-known that one can add two knots by performing an ambient connect sum. 
Picturing the two knots embedded, but separated, in a single ambient space S' 2 , one 
chooses an arc in 5n+2  joining the two knots. One cuts out a small disc D from each 
knot S and attaches the knots by a narrow tube S' x [0, 1] which surrounds the arc. 
The isotopy class of this sum is independent of the choice of connecting arc and the set 
of isotopy classes of knots S C S 2 becomes a commutative semigroup. 
Knot cobordism respects addition of knots; in fact C(n, 1) is an abelian group. The 
inverse of a knot S  c S 2 is obtained by reversing the orientations both of S and 
of the ambient space S 2 . 
Addition of links is more delicate. Given links L° and L' one can join each compo-
nent of L° to the corresponding component of L 1 by an arc, but the isotopy and the 
cobordism class of the sum usually depend on the choice of arcs. In general, neither 
C(n, j) nor B(n, have an obvious group structure. 
On the other hand, there is a well-defined notion of addition for two F-links (L°, 0) 
and (L', oi) if one assumes that Oo and 0 1 are isomorphisms. Denoting z1, 	, 
a distinguished basis of F, one can use preferred meridians 00 1  (zj ) and 0 1 1 (zj ) to 
define a connecting arc between the jth component of L° and the jth component of L 1 
(cf Le Dimet [20]). 
Equivalently, one may choose simply-connected Seifert surfaces corresponding to 0 
and 01 and then join the components of L° to components of L' along arcs which avoid 
both Seifert surfaces. 
If n > 2 then every F,2-link (L, 0) is F-cobordant to some (L', 6') such that 0' is 
an isomorphism. Moreover, F,-cobordism respects addition of F,-links so C(F) is an 
abelian group for all n > 2. For further details see Ko [45, Prop 2.111 or Mio [70, p260]. 
We shall return to the F-link cobordism group in section 1.5, for we must first 
describe the reduction to algebra of high-dimensional knot cobordism C(F1 ). 
1.4 Surgery Obstructions 
Given a high-dimensional knot, one can attempt to construct a cobordism to the trivial 
knot by performing surgeries. It turns out that, in even dimensions, such a feat is 
always possible; every knot is null-cobordant. 
In odd dimensions, obstructions exist but the attempt leads to an identification of 
C2q_1(F1) with a 'surgery obstruction group'. 
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1.4.1 Surgery on a Seifert Surface 
Theorem 1.4.1 (Kervaire 1965). Every even-dimensional knot K 82q c 82q+2 is 
null-co bordant: 
C2q (F1) =O for all  > 1. 
Sketch Proof. Starting with any Seifert surface 2q+1 C $2q+2 W = K one performs 
surgery on 2q+1 killing homology classes of degree at most q, until one has turned 
V into a disk D 2q+1  One must check that the surgery operations can be performed 
ambiently, not in 2q+2  but in a disk D 2q+3  whose boundary is 82q+2 
The effect of each surgery operation is to cut out a copy of S x D 2 '1 in the interior 
of V2q  and graft a copy of Di x 52q-i-1  along the boundary S x 82q_1  At core, 
such surgeries are possible because the embedded spheres S' bound disks Di C D 2q+3 
which are disjoint and intersect V only at S. E 
The same method shows that even-dimensional boundary links are boundary-slice, a 
result which was proved by Cappell and Shaneson [12] using homology surgery (see 
sections 1.4.4 and 1.5.1). In symbols, 
C2q (F,2) = B(2q,) = 0 for all ti> 1 and all q> 1. 
By contrast not all odd dimensional knots K = 52q1 c 82q+1 are slice. In fact 
the odd-dimensional knot cobordism groups are not even finitely generated. If V2q  is 
a Seifert surface for K one can perform ambient surgery to kill all homology in degree 
strictly less than q, but q-spheres do not bound disjoint disks D+l  in if they are 
linked in 82q+l  The Seifert form measures the obstruction to surgery in dimension q: 
1.4.2 The Seifert Form 
By Alexander duality there is a non-singular pairing which measures linking between 
v 2q and S2+l\V2: 
Hq (V) x Hq(S2+l\V) z 
(X, X') i- Lk(x,x') 
We may assume, after preliminary surgeries below the middle dimension, that 
Hq (V2) is a free abelian group. Let x1, , Xm be a basis' for Hq (V) and let i, i_ 
Hq(V2) .' Hq (S24\V 2'1 ) be small translations in the positive and negative normal 
directions to V2.  These directions are determined by the orientation of V. 
Definition 1.4.2. The Seifert matrix S associated to the Seifert surface V with respect 
to x 1 ,• , Xm is the matrix 
Sij = Lk(i+x,x) = Lk(x,i_x3 ) 
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Addition of knots K+K' by connect sum induces a block sum ( ,) of Seifert matrices. 
Although the Seifert matrix S is not symmetric or skew-symmetric, S + (_ 1)q5t is 
certainly (_1)symmetric  (where  St  denotes the transpose of 5). It is not difficult to 
see that 
Sij+ (_ 1)q5 = Lk((i+ - i_)x,x 3 ) 
which is the intersection pairing on Hq(V2).  By Poincaré duality S + (_ 1)q5t is 
therefore non-singular. 
J.Levine used. Seifert matrices [55] to obtain an algebraic description of odd dimen-
sional knot cobordism groups. 
Kervaire had proved earlier [41, Théorème 11.3] that every matrix S such that 
5 + (_l)qSt is invertible is the Seifert matrix of some knot 52q-1  c 52q+1 (when 
q 2). In outline, one can first construct a stably parallelizable manifold V2q  with 
intersection pairing S + (_ 1)q5t by attaching q-handles D' x Dq to the boundary of a 
zero cell D2.  Since S(_l)St  is invertible, the boundary of V2q  is a homotopy sphere, 
and hence is homeomorphic to a sphere (if q > 3). One can complete the construction 
by adjusting an embedding V2q 52q+1 until the handles are linked in the manner 
dictated by S. 
If a (2q - 1)-dimensional knot K is slice then one can find a basis for Hq (V) half 




where each * denotes some square matrices with half the rank of Hq (V). Such a 
Seifert matrix is called metabolic. It follows that there is a group homomorphism from 
C2q_1(F1) to the Witt group G( 1)" 1 (Z) of Seifert matrices modulo metabolic matrices 
(see section 3.4 for a more precise definition). 
If q > 2 the converse is true: Any knot 52q-1  c 52q+1 which has a metabolic Seifert 
form is a slice knot. 
Theorem 1.4.3 (Levine 1969). If q > 3 then C2q_1(F1) 
In the case q = 2, the cobordism group C3 (F1 ) is isomorphic to an index two 
subgroup of G" 1 (Z). 
Finally if q = 1 there is a surjection C, (Fl ) - G"(Z) but A.Casson and C.Gordon 
defined knot invariants [13, 14] which show that the kernel is non-trivial (see also 
Gilmer [32, 331, Kirk and Livingston [43] and Letsche [521). T.Cochran, K.Orr and 
P.Teichner [17] have defined an infinite tower of obstructions to slicing a knot and have 
recovered all the earlier cobordism invariants in the early layers. At the time of writing, 
it remains an open problem to complete the cobordism classification of classical knots. 
(1.4) 
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1.4.3 The Blanchfield Form 
As we indicated in section 1.2.2 the infinite cyclic cover 	of an odd-dimensional 
knot exterior 2q+l  can be used to define an algebraic obstruction to slicing a knot 
without reference to a choice of Seifert surface. 
Since Z acts on X, the homology H(X) is a module over the group ring Z[Z] = 
7Z[z, z 1 ]. We may assume, if necessary by taking a quotient by the Z-torsion subgroup, 
that Hq (X) is Z-torsion-free and has a one-dimensional presentation 
0 -+ Z[z, Z_h]m ~ Z[z, Z_l]m 	HqX - 0. 	 (1.5) 
The determinant p = det(cr) E Z[z, z 1 ] of such a presentation is called the Alexander 
polynomial of the knot and is well-defined up to multiplication by units ±z. Since 
H(X; Z) H,, (S'; Z), one finds that a becomes an invertible matrix over Z if one sets 
z = 1. In other words p(l) = ±1. 
By Poincaré duality  there is a non-singular 'Blanchfield linking form': 
P 1 Z[z, z 1 ] 
3: Hq() X Hq(X) 	
Z[z, z11 	
(1.6) 
where P = {p e Z[z,z'] I p(l) = ±1} is the set of Alexander polynomials. The 
ring Z[z, z 1 1 has an involution = z 1 with respect to which the Blanchfield form is 
(- 1)+l_hermitian: 
/3(x, x') = (_l)+l/3(x/ x) for all x, x' E Hq (X). 
C.Kearton showed [39] that a Seifert form for a knot is metabolic if and only if the 
Blanchfield form of the knot is metabolic. He also proved [38, Theorem 8.3] that if 
q 2 then every Z[z, z 1 1-module with presentation (1.5) and a linking pairing (1.6) is 
the Blanchfield form of some knot 2q_1  c 82q+l Consequently, 
Theorem 1.4.4 (Kearton, Levine 1975). If q ~! 3 then C2,-,(Fl) is isomorphic to 
the Witt group of (_1)+lhermitian  Blanchfield forms. 
1.4.4 Surgery and Homology Surgery 
A third approach to knot cobordism was pioneered by S.Cappell and J.Shaneson [11]. 
We shall give a simplified outline of their method, but we must first review a little of 
the original surgery theory of Browder, Novikov, Sullivan, Wall and many others. 
One of the central questions in surgery theory is the following 
Question 1.4.5. Given a homotopy equivalence f : N -p Mnbetween two manifolds, 
is f is homotopic to a homeomorphism? 
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One can attack the problem in two stages. Firstly one seeks a (normal) bordism 
F: W 1 - M x [0, 1] such that OW = N U N' and such that F restricts to f : N - 
M x {0} and to a homeomorphism N' - M x {1}. Secondly, if such a bordism F 
exists, one tries to change it, by surgeries, to make it a (simple) homotopy equivalence. 
In other words, one asks whether F is bordant, relative the boundary, to a homotopy 
equivalence. If these two steps can both be achieved then the s-cobordism theorem 
implies that f is homotopic to a homeomorphism. 
Without dwelling on the potential obstruction to the first stage, let us note that 
there is an obstruction a(F) to the second stage of the program which takes values 
in a group Ln+i(Z[iri(M)]) introduced by C.T.C.Wall [100]. The map f is homotopic 
to a homeomorphism if and only if one can find a bordism F such that a(F) = 0 e 
L1 (ZZ[ir i (M)]). 
In A.Ranicki's algebraic surgery theory [80, 81, 82], L i (Z[ir]) is the cobordism 
group of (n+1)-dimensional free Z[iri ]-module chain complexes with (quadratic) Poincaré 
duality structure. Even-dimensional L-groups are isomorphic to Witt groups of quadratic 
forms whereas the odd-dimensional groups can be expressed in terms of 'formations'. 
Returning to knot theory, the question whether a knot is null-cobordant has a 
formulation analogous to 1.4.5. The exterior X 2 of a knot K is homotopic to the 
trivial knot exterior X 2 if and only if K is trivial (Levine [53], Wall [100, Theorem 
16.4]). On the other hand, any knot exterior X 2 admits a homology equivalence  
6 : X -p X0 which restricts to a homotopy equivalence OX -p OX0 . 
Conversely, suppose we are given a manifold X 2 such that OX = 	x Sn and 
iri (X) is normally generated by a 7r, (0X) = Z. If H,, (X) = H. (Xo) then one can regard 
X 2 as a knot exterior by gluing a solid torus D2 x S' along the boundary to form 
a sphere S' 2 , in which {0} x Sn  is a knot. The exterior of a knot cobordism has a 
similar characterization so the question whether a knot K is null-cobordant translates 
as follows: 
Question 1.4.6. Given a homology equivalence 0 : X - X0, is 6 homology bordant to 
a homotopy equivalence? 
A homology bordism between 8 : X -* X0 and 0' : X' -i X0 is by definition a 
homology equivalence e: W - X0 such that OW = X U X', and such that elx = 6 
and elx' = 0'. 
One can tackle the problem in two stages. Firstly one seeks any (normal) bordism 
E) : W - X0 between 8 : X - X0 and a homotopy equivalence 0': X' -p xo Secondly 
one tries to change the bordism e, by surgeries, to make it a homology equivalence. 
There are obstructions at each stage; the first takes values in 
L 2 (7L[7 1 (X o)]) = L +2(Z[z,z 1 ]) 
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while the second lies in a group 
Z[z,z 1 ] - Z) 
defined by Cappell and Shaneson. Here, c is the augmentation map which evaluates 
polynomials at z = 1. 
In the framework of Ranicki [82, §2.4], F(Z[z, z'] -* Z) is the cobordism group of 
free n-dimensional Z[z, z 1 ]-module chain complexes with a quadratic structure such 
that the induced structure over Z is Poincaré. 
The knot K is null-cobordant if and only if one can find a bordism e between 0 and a 
homotopy equivalence such that the surgery obstruction a(e) E F+3 (e : Z[z, z'] - Z) 
vanishes. These obstructions, together with an appropriate realization theorem, imply 
that the various cobordism groups fit together in an exact sequence: 
L 3 (Z[z, z']) 	F3 ([z, z 1 1 	z) 	
(1.7) 
C(Fi) 	L +2(Z[z,z']) 
Identifying L(Z[z,z']) 	F(Z[z,z] - Z[z,z 1 ]) one obtains: 
Theorem 1.4.7 (Cappell and Shaneson 1974). If n 0 1 or 3 then C(F1 ) is iso-
morphic to a relative 17-group: 
Z[z, z1] id > Z[ z'] 
C(F1 ) 	F 3 	idj 
Z[z,z'] 	€ 
Cappell and Shaneson also gave a geometric interpretation of the 4-periodicity 
C(F1 ) C +4(F1), n > 4 of high-dimensional knot cobordism groups [11, Theorem 
13.3]. 
The relationship between theorems 1.4.7 and 1.4.4 was explained by Pardon [75, 76], 
Ranicki [82, §7.9] and Smith [94]. Recalling that P = C'{±l} C Z[z,z'] is the set 
of Alexander polynomials, the Witt group of Blanchfield forms in theorem 1.4.4 is 
isomorphic to a relative L-group: 
C(F1) L 3 (Z[z,z 1 ],P) for all n 1 or 3 
and fits into a localization exact sequence 
L 3 (Z[z,z 1 ]) -* L3(P'Z[z,z1]) 	
(1.8) 
C(F1) 	L 2 (Z[z, z']) 
This sequence is isomorphic to (1.7) for there is a natural isomorphism 
L(P'Z[z,z']) 	F(Z[z,z] -p Z). 	 (1.9) 
A systematic approach to the algebraic K- and L-theory which pertains to high-
dimensional knots and other manifold embeddings can be found in Ranicki [83]. 
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1.5 Algebraic F-link Cobordism 
1.5.1 Homology Surgery 
The first identification of F-link cobordism groups with surgery obstruction groups 
was obtained by S.Cappell and J.Shaneson [12] using homology surgery methods. 
The exterior X of a boundary link L is homotopy equivalent to the trivial link 
exterior X0 if and only if L is isotopic to the trivial link (Gutierrez [34]). On the other 
hand, all link exteriors are homology equivalent, by Alexander duality, and a boundary 
link exterior admits a homology equivalence 0: X -p X0 which restricts to a homotopy 
equivalence on each boundary component S 1 x S (cf theorem 1.3.2). 
Conversely, suppose we are given a manifold X 2 with boundary 19X = [j, Si x S 
such that 7r i (X) is normally generated by the fundamental groups of the boundary 
components. If 0 : X - Xo is a homology equivalence which is a homotopy equivalence 
on boundary components, one can recover an F-link by gluing i t copies of D2 x sn 
onto the boundary of X. 
The question whether an F,-link is cobordant to the trivial link translates into the 
question whether 0 : X - Xo is homology bordant to a homotopy equivalence. 
Theorem 1. 5.1 (Cappell and Shaneson 1980). If n 0 1,3 and p ~: 1 there is an 
isomorphism 
Z[F,1] id  >7Z[F,A] 
Cn (F) F 	id 
7Z[F,2 ] 
where the augmentation e : Z[F1j -p Z sends every element of the free group to 1. 
In other words, C(F,) fits into a long exact sequence 
Fn (z[F] 	
(1.10) 
-p C(F) - L +2(Z[]) 
There is a two-stage obstruction to the existence of a homology bordism between 0 and 
a homotopy equivalence just as in knot theory (section 1.4.4). The first is the Wall 
obstruction 
0'(8) E L 2 (Z[7ri (X o )]) = L +2(Z[F]) = F2(Z[F] - Z[F,]) 
to the existence of any (normal) bordism e while the second is the homology surgery 
obstruction 
a(e) e F +3(Z[F] 47Z). 
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1.5.2 The u-component Seifert Form 
K.H.Ko [45] and W.Mio [70] described the odd-dimensional groups C2q_1(F)  in terms 
of u-component Seifert forms. Their results will be our starting point. To illustrate 
the definitions let us consider boundary links of two components for the general case is 
very similar (see section 3.4). 
The homology of a two component Seifert surface is a direct sum Hq (V) = Hq (Vi)  ED 
Hq (V2). If one chooses a basis for each summand Hq (Vi ) then one obtains a Seifert 
matrix 
S 	
( s11 1s12\  = S21 S22 ) 
where the entries of 	are linking numbers between elements of Hq (Vj ) and Hq (V) in 
the sphere 	The intersection pairing of the Seifert surface is given, as before, by 
the (- 1) symmetric  non-singular matrix 
T= (_ ' fl 
=S+(_1)St. 
In knot theory, two Seifert matrices S and 8' are congruent if and only if S = PSPt 
for some invertible matrix P. In boundary link theory, any change of basis must preserve 
the component structure. Two 2-component Seifert matrices S and 5' are congruent if 
( \ 
and only if 5 = ps/pt where P = 
Pi o 
J and Pi and P2 are invertible. 
0 P,, 
The definition of metabolic must be refined accordingly. A Seifert matrix is metabolic 
if and only if it is congruent to a matrix of the form 
0 * 0 *\ 
(* ** * I 
0 	10 * I 
* 
where the four matrices in the ijth block each have half as many columns and half 
as many rows as S'. The Witt group of ti-component Seifert matrices will be de-
noted (_l),p() 
A handlebody construction shows that if q > 3 then every /-t-component Seifert 
matrix is realised by some (2q - 1)-dimensional boundary link. Levine's theorem 1.4.3 
generalizes as follows: 
Theorem 1.5.2 (Ko, Mio 1987). For all j ~! 1 and for all q> 3, 
C2q_1(F,i) 
Ko also studied the cases q = 2 and q = 1 showing that C3(F,L)  is isomorphic 
to an index 2 subgroup of Gl1L(Z)  while C1(F) maps onto G1/1(Z).  He explored 
geometrically the relation between theorems 1.5.2 and 1.5.1 in [46]. 
1.5.3 The Blanchfield-Duval Form 
J.Duval [23] generalized to F,,-links the Blanchfield forms of odd-dimensional knot 
theory. In place of the infinite cyclic cover of a knot exterior one studies the covering X 
of a boundary link exterior induced by 0 : 7r 1 (X) -* F,. Unlike knot theory, the middle 
homology Hq (X) is such that Q ®z Hq(X) is infinite-dimensional unless it is trivial. 
However, taking a quotient by the torsion subgroup is necessary we may assume that 
Hq (X) is Z-torsion-free and has a presentation 
0 -* Z[F,]m * Z[F,a]m Hq (X) 0 
where a is a square matrix which becomes invertible under the augmentation € 
Z[F] -* Z (cf (1.5) above and Sato [89]). Let E denote the set of such c-invertible 
matrices. 
Duval showed that the F,-equivariant Poincaré duality of X gives rise to a linking 
form (compare Farber [27]) 
Hq (X) X Hq(X) 	
Z[F] 
where —1 Z[F,2 ] is the Cohn localization, defined by formally adjoining inverses to all 
the matrices in E. M.Farber and P.Vogel [28] subsequently identified — 'Z[F,2 ] with a 
ring of rational power series in u non-commuting indeterminates. 
Theorem 1.5.3 (Duval 1986). If q ~! 3 then C2q_1(F) is isomorphic to the Witt 
group of Duval forms. 
It follows that C2q_1(F,i) is isomorphic to L2q+2(Z[Fjt], ), the relative L-group in 
the localization exact sequence of Vogel [98, 99]: 
L(Z[F]) - L +3( 1 Z[F]) - C(F) -* L2(Z[F,]) 
This L-theory exact sequence is isomorphic to the exact sequence (1.10) above (see Du-
val [23, pp633-634]). 
By algebraic means M.Farber constructed [25, 26] self-dual finite rank lattices inside 
a link module Hq (X) to mimic the geometric relationship between the Seifert surfaces 
of a boundary link and the free cover of the link exterior. 
Notes 
'Some authors prefer the synonym 'concordance' to 'cobordism'. 
2 More precisely, a link will be an embedding of disjoint smooth manifolds E l U . .. U 
S1--2 such that each component E i is homeomorphic to S. Alternatively, one 
can interpret everything in the piecewise linear category, if one assumes that links, iso-
topies and cobordisms are locally flat PL embeddings. If one were to consider locally flat 
topological embeddings the theory could differ only when n = 3 or 4. (cf Novikov [73, 
Theorem 61 and Cappell and Shaneson [101). 
More precisely it is required that there exists a smooth oriented submanifold LI of 
S" x I such that LI is homeomorphic to (Sn  U U 5) x [0, 11 and meets S 2 x {0} 
and 5n+2 x {1} transversely at L° and L' respectively. 
40ne can quotient Hq (V) by the subgroup of torsion elements to obtain a free 
abelian group. Note also that the exact sequence for the pair (V DV) implies that 
Hq (V, DV) H q (V). 
Note that Hq (X, D) Hq (X). 
6 To be more precise, one begins with a degree one normal map whose restriction to 
boundaries is a homotopy equivalence DX DX0 Sn x Si. 
7To translate notation, the Witt group G( 1)" 1 (A) of Seifert forms is denoted 




The title of the present volume echoes that of a paper by J.Levine [54] in which he 
obtained an algorithm to decide whether or not two (2q - 1)-dimensional knots are 
cobordant, assuming q> 1; we shall define an algorithm to decide whether or not two 
(2q - 1)-dimensional F,-1inks are F, 2-cobordant, again for q> 1. 
It is a theorem of Kervaire that all the even dimensional groups are trivial (see 
section 1.4.1). In odd dimensions Levine used his knot invariants to prove: 
Theorem 2.0.4 (Levine 1969). In every odd dimension 2q - 1 > 1, the knot cobor- 
dism group is isomorphic to a countable direct sum of cyclic groups of orders 2, 4 
and 00: 
Z\ °° 	Z °° 
C2q_1(F1) 	
(\) 	(\) 
Note that any two decompositions of a group into direct sums of cyclic groups of infinite 
and prime power order are isomorphic (e.g. Fuchs [31, Theorem 17.4]). 
The following theorem is a corollary of our main result, theorem B: 
Theorem A. If i > 2 and 2q - 1 > 1 then the F,-link cobordism group is isomorphic 
to a countable direct sum of cyclic groups of orders 2, 4, 8 and 00: 
C2q_1(F) Z°° (°° (y
oO (Yoo  
Levine utilized J.Milnor's work 'On isometries of inner product spaces' [68] to obtain 
Witt invariants of (1-component) Seifert forms. We shall employ more general non-
commutative methods formulated by Quebbemann, Scharlau and Schulte [79] to define 
Witt-invariants of u-component Seifert forms. Seifert form invariants correspond to 
cobordism invariants of knots and F-1inks by theorems 1.4.3 and 1.5.2 above. Although 
the algebraic techniques we use are a direct generalization of Milnor's, our F-1ink 
invariants do not directly generalize Levine's knot cobordism invariants; our approach 
is closer to that of Kervaire [42] (see also Kervaire and Weber [40, p107-1111 and 
Ranicki [83, Chapter 42]). 
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We shall pay particular attention to signature invariants, which detect the torsion-
free part of the F,2-cobordism group. In knot theory, there is a signature for each 
algebraic integer on the line 
{ 
+ ai a E Il}, or, equivalently, one for each point on 
the unit circle which is a root of an Alexander polynomial. We shall define an F 2-link 
signature for each 'algebraic integer' on a disjoint union of real algebraic varieties. 
A second approach to F,,-link cobordism invariants by means of Blanchfield- Duval
forms (theorem 1.5.3) will appear in subsequent work by the present author. The 
advantage of the Seifert form approach pursued here for computational purposes is that 
the middle homology of a Seifert surface is finitely generated as a Z-module whereas 
the middle homology of a free cover of a boundary link complement is not (unless it is 
zero). 
2.1 Signatures 
Before stating results about F,-link signatures, let us first describe the corresponding 
knot theory. 
Recall from section 1.4.2 that a Seifert matrix S of linking numbers can be associated 
to each choice of Seifert surface V2q  for a knot 52q-1  c 82q±l If M = Hq (V) and 
€ = (_1)q then S represents a bilinear 'Seifert form' A : M -+ M* such that A + eA* is 
invertible. The Witt group of these Seifert forms with integer entries is denoted GO (Z) 
and Levine's theorem 1.4.3 states that C2q_1(F1) C 4 (Z) when q ~! 3. 
2.1.1 Complex Coefficients 
A complete set of torsion-free invariants of G"(Z) can be obtained by replacing the 
coefficient ring Z by C. The superscript indicates that we work in the hermitian 
setting, the involution on C being complex conjugation. 'Tensoring by C - ' defines a 
canonical map GEl(Z) - 
Knot Theory Example 2.1.1. The kernel of the canonical map 
G' 1 (Z) - G6 ,1 (C
- ) 	 (2.1) 
is 4-torsion. Moreover, G' 1 (C) is a free abelian group 
the points on the line f-1 + bi I b E R} correspond to a basis for G"' (C - ). The image of 
G' 1 (Z) is contained in the subgroup with one basis element for each algebraic integer 
+ bi. The composition of (2.1) with a projection of GO(C - ) onto the subgroup 
generated by a basis element w e f 1 + bi I b E R1 is called a signature 
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Note that a, = Uj. 
We turn to signatures of F,-links. Recall that a si-component Seifert form is a 
homomorphism,\ : M -* M* together with a decomposition M 7r1M 7r 
 11M. 
The component rrM denotes the middle homology of the ith component of a Seifert 
surface. Recall further that G"t(Z) denotes the Witt group of si-component Seifert 
forms. Theorem 1.5.2 states that C2q_1(F,) G' , /'(Z) for all q > 3. 
Proposition 2.1.2. Let > 1. The kernel of the canonical map 
- G"(C) 	 (2.2) 
is 8 - torsion. Moreover, G'1 (C — ) is a free abelian group. 
2.1.2 Varieties of Signatures 
Although the cardinality of G'I(C — ) does not depend on i, G"(C) is much smaller 
than, say, G' 2 (C — ) in a sense which we explain next. 
Our proof of proposition 2.1.2 will establish a bijection between a basis for GE1A(C_) 
as a free abelian group and the isomorphism classes of self-dual simple finite-dimensional 
complex representations of a certain ring P. In other words, we associate to each  such 
isomorphism class M one signature invariant 
UM,b : C2q_1(F) - 
the composition of (2.2) with a projection onto a summand. There are two possible 
choices for second subscript b : M -+ M* which serves to specify a choice of sign for 
the signature. 
The ring P, which is non-commutative when i ~! 2, was introduced by M.Farber [26]; 
we explain its role and outline the proof of proposition 2.1.2 in section 2.3 below. 
Let us implicitly assume that all representations are finite dimensional. In the 
case p = 1, P, is just the polynomial ring Z[s] with the involution s 1 - s. By the 
fundamental theorem of algebra, the simple complex representations of Z[s] are precisely 
the one-dimensional representations where the action of s is given by multiplication by 
a complex number ii. The representation is self-dual if and only if TF = 1 - ii, i.e. if and 
only if v lies on the line 9  { + bi I b e 
To obtain a corresponding geometric description when p ~: 2 we begin by observing 
that P,L, is the path ring of a certain quiver. A quiver, by definition, is a directed graph 
possibly with loops and multiple edges. The path ring of a quiver is free as a Z-module 
with one basis element for each path in the quiver; the product of two paths is their 
concatenation if that makes sense or zero if it does not. See section 3.1.1 for further 
details. 
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A representation of a quiver is a collection of vector spaces, one for each vertex in 
the quiver, and a collection of linear maps, one for each arrow (i.e. directed edge). The 
representation theory of a quiver is identical to the representation theory of its path 
ring. 
The particular quiver of which P,2 is the path ring is the 'complete quiver on 
vertices'. It contains IL 2  arrows, one arrow for each ordered pair of vertices. For example, 
in the case i = 2 the quiver has the following appearance: 
• 
- 
To describe geometrically the simple representations of P,2 one must first specify the 
dimensions of the vector spaces one wishes to associate to the vertices. These dimensions 
are usually written as a 'dimension vector' a = (a i ,... ,a 1 ). Using geometric invariant 
theory, the isomorphism classes of semisimple dimension vector a representations of P 
correspond to the points on an (irreducible) affine algebraic variety M (P,2 , a). This 
variety is rarely smooth. 
If there are any simple representations of dimension vector a, then almost all are 
simple. More precisely the simple isomorphism classes are the points in a (Zariski) open 
smooth subvariety of A4 (P,,, a), the top (Luna) stratum in a partition of M(P,L , a) 
into 'representation types' (Le Bruyn and Procesi [511). In the case p = 1, only the 
dimension vector a = (1) admits simple representations as we have discussed before. 
On the other hand, when ,i > 2, most dimension vectors admit simple representations 
(see lemma 6.1.1). 
There is a restriction to impose, for we wish to isolate self-dual representations 
of P12 . The duality functor M '-* M* induces an involution on each variety A4 (P,,, a) 
and the fixed point set (P,2 , a) of this involution turns out to be a real algebraic 
variety whose (real) dimension coincides with the (complex) dimension of M (P12 , a). 
In summary, 
Proposition 2.1.3. A basis of G'11(C-)  is in bijective correspondence with a Zariski 
open subset of an infinite disjoint union of (absolutely irreducible) real algebraic varieties 
L],,, X(P12 , a). The dimension of Ai(P 12 , a) is 1 + E1<_i<j5,, 2a2a3 
2.1.3 Character 
Since we are associating signatures to representations of P12 we must learn to tell such 
representations apart. Moreover, if a signature 0 M,b : G'12 (Z) -* Z is to be non-zero 




We desire criteria to detect such 'algebraically integral' representations M. 
The character of a representation 
XM : P,. - C; r '- Trace(p(r)), 	 (2.3) 
which is an interpretation of M.Farber's 'trace invariant' (cf [26], [84]), is helpful in 
both respects. Firstly, a semisimple representation M of any ring over any field of 
characteristic zero is determined by its character XM  (see chapter 8). The representation 
is self-dual if and only if XM  respects involutions. 
Although x may appear to be an infinite entity one can decide whether or not 
two representations of P1., are isomorphic by a finite number of comparisons. Two m-
dimensional complex representations (M, p) and (M', p') of P,, are isomorphic if and 
only if xM(w) = xM'(w) for all oriented cycles w of length at most m2 in the quiver 
(see Formanek [29]). 
The character also detects algebraically integral representations; a complex repre-
sentation (of any ring) is algebraically integral if and only if the character takes values 
in the integers of some algebraic number field. 
2.2 Number Theory Invariants 
Invariants which distinguish torsion elements of C2q_1 (F) can be obtained by changing 
the ground ring not to C but to Q. 
Knot Theory Example 2.2.1. The canonical map 
CJ(Z) - C"((Q) 
is injective. Moreover, G' 1 (Q) is isomorphic to an infinite direct sum of Witt groups 
of hermitian' ° forms over algebraic number fields: 
G6 ,1 (Q) ~_-- @ W 
( QP181 P 
There is one summand for each maximal ideal (p) ci Q[s] which is self-dual in the sense 
that (p(s)) = (p(l - s)) zi Q[s]. 
Hermitian forms over algebraic number fields were first classified by Landherr [49]. 
The Witt class of such a form is determined by the dimension modulo 2, the signatures 
if any, and the discriminant. Up to sign, the discriminant of a form is just the deter-
minant of any matrix which represents the form. Precise definitions can be found in 
section 11.2.1. 
Proposition 2.2.2. The canonical map 
G 4 (Z) - G6 1 11 (Q) 
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is injective. Moreover, G"'(Q) is isomorphic to an infinite direct sum of Witt groups 
of finite-dimensional division Q-algebras with involution: 
G64 (Q) 	W'(End(M)). 	 (2.4) 
There is one summand in (2.4) for each isomorphism class M of simple c-self-dual 
finite-dimensional rational representations of P - see section 2.3 below. Note that 
the involution on the endomorphism algebra End(M) and the isomorphism (2.4) both 
depend a choice of c-symmetric form b : M -* M*. 
Fortunately, complete invariants for the Witt groups of the division algebras End(M) 
are available in the literature - for example [1, 35, 47, 61, 63, 92]. For all classes algebras 
but one, some combination of the following suffices to characterize the Witt class of a 
form (see theorem 11.2.1): dimension modulo 2; signatures; discriminant; Hasse-Witt 
invariant. If End(M) is a quaternion algebra with a 'non-standard' involution one re-
quires a secondary invariant such as the Lewis 0-invariant which is defined if the primary 
invariants vanish. We discuss all of these invariants in chapter 11 below. Using (2.4) 
they lead to an algorithm of to decide whether or not two F,-links are cobordant when 
q>1. 
Proposition 2.2.2 also explains a qualitative difference between knot and F-link 
cobordism, the difference between Levine's theorem 2.0.4 and theorem A. Whereas 
knot theory leads us to study Witt groups of number fields Ki which have non-trivial 
involution, it turns out that every finite dimensional division algebra with involution 
appears as End(M) in (2.4), with infinite multiplicity. In particular the Witt groups of 
all number fields with trivial involution are summands of G"1 (Q). Elements of order 
8 can be found in the Witt groups of certain number fields, those in which —1 can be 
expressed as a sum of four squares, but not as a sum of fewer than four squares. 
2.3 Defining Invariants 
Let us now outline the proofs of propositions 2.1.2 and 2.4. 
By studying the structure of G '," (C- ) we define signatures of C2q_1(F,j) G'(Z) 
corresponding to self-dual simple complex representations of P. These signatures 
will be defined in four steps. The first step is a 'change of variables'; the second 
'devissage' step decomposes Seifert forms over C into simple constituents; the third 
step is a Morita equivalence which allows us to replace these simple constituents by 
their endomorphism rings; the fourth is Sylvester's theorem W'(C) Z. 
Steps two and three are part of a general theory of hermitian forms formulated 
by Quebbemann, Scharlau and Schulte (see [79] and [92, Chapter7]). We set out the 
details in chapters 4 and 5 below. The first three steps will be recycled, substituting 
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Q for C- , when we define invariants to distinguish the torsion classes of G' , /(Z) and 
prove proposition 2.4. 
2.3.1 Sylvester's Theorem 
Since the notion of signature is so important in this work, we begin at the 'fourth 
step', the theory of hermitian forms over C - , however elementary the topic may be 
considered. Further details can be found in algebra textbooks such as Lang [50, p5771. 
Suppose M is a finite-dimensional complex vector space and 0 : M - M* is a non-
singular hermitian form. With respect to any basis Xl, X, the form q is represented 
by an invertible matrix T23 = (x)(x) such that Tt = T. An orthogonal basis can be 
chosen such that 
lior -1 ifi=j 
= S 	if 
In other words, T is congruent to a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries ±1. The 
number m +  ( 0) of positive entries and the number m_() of negative entries do not de-
pend on the choice of basis; they are well-defined invariants which determine 0 uniquely 
up to isomorphism. 
For the purposes of cobordism computations one aims to classify forms not up to 
isomorphism but up to Witt equivalence. The Witt group W(C - ) is by definition 
the semigroup of non-singular hermitian forms modulo the subsemigroup of metabolic 
forms. As we saw in section 1.4.2 a form is metabolic if it is represented by a matrix 
T = ( 2 ) where each * denotes some square matrix. In terms of invariants a non-
singular hermitian form 0 over C- is metabolic if and only if m + (0) = m_ (0). 
Definition 2.3.1. The signature of a non-singular hermitian form is 
a(q) = m+((b) - m_(qf). 
Theorem 2.3.2 (Sylvester). The signature defines an isomorphism 
a: W(C) -i Z. 
2.3.2 Change of Variables 
The first step in our definition of signature for a Seifert form is a 'symmetrization'. 
A more precise treatment than that in the present section can be found in section 3.4 
below. Let us concentrate first on knot theory. 
A Seifert form A : M - M* ,  which is asymmetric, can be replaced by two entities: 
the c-symmetric form 0= A + E A* : M - M* and an endomorphism s 	'A 
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M -* M. The intersection form q is intrinsic to the Seifert surface V2q  while s encodes 
homological information about the embedding of V2q  in 2q+l•  The two are related by 
qi(sx)(x') = (x)((1 - s)x') for all x, x' E M. 	 (2.5) 
To rephrase things a little, a Seifert form (M, A) is replaced by an integral representa-
tion Z[s] -p Endz M of the polynomial ring Z[s] and an €-symmetric form : M - M* 
which respects the representation. The involution on Z[s] is given by s '- 1 - s. This 
change of variables leads to an identity of Witt groups: 
C'1 (Z) W(Z[s];Z) 
One can perform essentially the same trick for all ~! 1. We start with slightly 
more data, a homomorphism A: M -p M* and a system of ft projections 7r : M -p M. 
The intersection form = A + €A* respects the projections, 7r'o = for there is no 
intersection between the homology classes of distinct components of a Seifert surface 
(the matrix T represented 0 in section 1.5.2). We define s = 'A : M - M just as in 
knot theory, and observe that equation (2.5) still holds. 
Let us again rephrase matters using a representation. Following M.Farber [26] one 
can adjoin to the polynomial ring Z[s] a system of orthogonal idempotents 7r l , , • , 
obtaining a non-commutative ring 
Z[s] *z (liz) 
With the appropriate involution on P, 
s-1—s; 7r-'7rfor1<ip, 
a n-component Seifert form (M, A, {ir}) becomes an integral representation P1., - 
Endz M together with a form 0 : M - M* which respects the representation. The 
corresponding isomorphism of Witt groups is the following: 
G"2 (Z) -+ W(P,;Z) 
where W(P,; Z) is the Witt group of triples 
(M, p:P— EndQM, cb:M_M*). 
2.3.3 Devissage 
The second step in the definition of signature is a hermitian version of the Jordan-Holder 
theorem. Further details can be found in chapter 5. The Jordan-HOlder theorem says 
that in a context where representations admit finite composition series 
0=N0cN1 ccN1=M 
such that each subfactor N/N_ 1 is simple, the subfactors of any two composition series 
for the same representation are isomorphic, possibly after reordering. 
The hermitian version we need identifies an element of the Witt group W(P; (C-) 
with a direct sum of Witt classes of forms defined over simple representations, the 
subfactors. Of course, a simple representation M must be self-dual if there is to be a 
non-singular form q: M -p M*. Indeed, it turns out that any non-self-dual subfactors 
'cancel out' in pairs. The appropriate uniqueness theorem is expressed by the canonical 
isomorphism 
W(P,;C) 	W,;4(P1;C) 	 (2.6) 
with one summand for each isomorphism class of simple self-dual complex represen-
tations M of P1 . The summand W,4 (P1,; C) is by definition the Witt group of E-
hermitian forms 
over M-isotypic representations M 	M. 
Notation 2.3.3. Let us denote by PM  the canonical projection 
W(P;(C) - W(P,C) 
A complex representation of P can of course be thought of as a (C - 0z P1,)-module. 
In knot theory, P1 = Z[s] and C®Z[s] C[s] is a principal ideal domain. J.Milnor [68] 
used the structure theorem for modules over principal ideal domains to prove a version 
of (2.6) when ji = 1. 
2.3.4 Hermitian Morita Equivalence 
The third step, which we treat more carefully in chapter 4, is the following isomorphism 
W(P,1 ;C) W 1 (End (M)) 
which replaces an isotypic representation M ... M on the left hand side by 
Hom(M,MEB ... (M) 
ATI 
on the right hand side. The latter admits a natural 'composition' action by the endo-
morphism ring End(M). 
Since M is a simple representation, the endomorphism ring End(M) is a division 
ring (Schur's lemma). All the representations with which we are concerned are finite-
dimensional so End(M) is also finite-dimensional and is therefore isomorphic to C. 
Notation 2.3.4. Let us denote the Morita equivalence by 
eM,b: Wf(P,;C) -~ W(C). 	 (2.7) 
Unlike (2.6) above, the isomorphism eM,b depends on a choice of c-hermitian form 
b: M —* M*. There are precisely two 1-dimensional forms over C, namely (1) and 
(-1). It follows that there are precisely two choices for b; in other words one must 
make a choice of sign in the definition of each signature. 
To summarize all four steps we have the following definition: 
Definition 2.3.5. If M is a finite-dimensional simple complex representation of P 
and Eb* = b : M - M* is a non-singular e-hermitian form then the signature crM,b is 
the composite 
W(P;C) -- W(P,;C) 
0Mb 
 W(C) -- Z 
We define the signature UM,b(L, 0) of an F,-link to be the corresponding signature of 
any Seifert form for (L, 0). 
2.3.5 Number Theory Invariants 
To distinguish torsion classes in G ' , /(Z), we apply the first step, the 'change of variables' 
exactly as before. We replace C - by Q and perform devissage and hermitian Morita as 
before, obtaining 
GIP(Q) eW 1 (End(M)). 
We may write PM  for the projection 
W(P,;(Q) - W(P;(Q) 
and denote the Morita equivalence by 
eM,b : W(P-)Q) !+ W1(End(M)). 
A straightforward lemma - lemma 11.0.6 - shows that the canonical map G' ,/'(Z) 
G 42 (Q) is injective, completing the proof of proposition 2.2.2. We can finally state our 
main result: 
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Theorem B. Suppose (L ° , 00)  and (L', 0') are (2q - 1)-dimensional F,, -links, where 
q > 1. For i = 0, 1 let V denote a ia-component Seifert surface for (Li, Oi)  and let 
NZ = Hq (V)/torsion. Let X' : N - (Ni)* be the Seifert form corresponding to N 2 . 
The F,-links (L ° , 00 ) and (L', 0') are F11 -cobordant if and only if for each finite-
dimensional c-self-dual simple rational representation M of P, the dimension modulo 2, 
the signatures, the discriminant, the Hasse- Witt invariant and the Lewis 0-invariant of 
eM,bpM It  [Q ®z (N ° e N', A 0 _)')] E W'(End(M)) 
are trivial (if defined). 
Note that one need compute only a finite number of invariants to establish that two 
given F,,-links are F,1-cobordant. Note also that if all the invariants vanish for some 
choice of b: M - M* then they vanish for all possible choices. 
2.4 Chapter Summaries 
In chapter 3 we collect some definitions and basic properties of quivers, Grothendieck 
groups, Witt groups and Seifert forms. We treat the 'change of variables' outlined in 
section 2.3.2. 
Chapters 4 and 5 develop the machinery required to decompose G"(C) and 
G6""(Q) as direct sums of Witt groups of division rings. Chapter 4 concerns Morita 
equivalence, the 'third step' described in section 2.3.4 above. We work in an arbitrary 
additive category with hermitian structure and split idempotents. Chapter 5 treats 
the 'second step', the devissage technique of section 2.3.3 above. Here, we work in 
any abelian category which has a hermitian structure and in which objects have finite 
composition series. 
Chapter 6 describes the variety structures for the signatures, proving proposi-
tion 2.1.3. 
Chapter 7 gives an algebraic proof, adapted from work of Scharlau, that the order 
of every element in the kernel of the canonical map G'11(Q) G"2 (C) is a power of 2. 
This implies that the signatures in definition 2.3.5 are a complete set of torsion-free 
invariants. In fact we prove a generalization which applies to arbitrary fields. 
Chapter 8 contains a proof that a semisimple representation is determined up to iso-
morphism by its character. Chapter 9 uses the character to give criteria for a semisimple 
representation to be a summand of a rational or integral representation. 
In chapter 10 we compute explicitly two examples of the real varieties A4 (P2, o) 
and the Zariski open subsets of simple self-dual representations. One signature of 
C2q_1(F2) has been defined for each algebraic integer, or complex conjugate pair of 
algebraic integers, in these open subsets. 
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Chapter 11 describes invariants of Witt groups of finite-dimensional division Q-
algebras, completing the proofs of propositions 2.1.2 and 2.2.2 and of theorem B. We 
go on to discuss the localization exact sequence 
0 - W , (P"' ; Z) -* W(P1,,; Q) - W , (Pt' ; Q/Z) 
Following the work of Stolzfus [96] on knot cobordism, one could use this exact sequence 
in an attempt to describe C2q_1(F,) with greater precision, to characterize the subgroup 
GE1(Z) C G"(Q) in terms of invariants. 
Finally, in chapter 12 we construct examples of integral representations M of P1 
such that the endomorphism ring of Q®zM  is any prescribed finite-dimensional division 
algebra with involution. Since every class of division algebras arises, all the invariants 
in the previous chapter are warranted. Chapter 12 concludes with a proof of theorem A. 
Notes 
8 Note that 0M,b  is equal to the complex conjugate °çj  so if M M then we are 
really defining one signature to correspond to the pair {M, M}. 
From the point of view of Blanchfield forms, one considers representations of 
Z[z, z'] in place of Z[s] where the involution on Z[z, z 1 1 is z i.-4 z 1 . A simple complex 
representation is one-dimensional and the action of z is multiplication by a complex 
number I1. The representation is self-dual if and only if ii' = so one signature is 
defined for each point on the unit circle. The simple representation s -+ v : C -+ C gives 
rise to the presentation (1.5) given by or = zv + (1 - v) so the point ii E { + ib I b e RI 
corresponds to ii' = - 1) = 1 - ir 1 . For further discussion of the relationship 
between Seifert forms and Blanchfield forms see for example Kearton [39], Levine [56] 
or Ranicki [83, Chapter 32]. 
10 To be precise, there is one summand W 1  ([J-) = W 1 ((Q) which obviously has 
trivial involution. However the projection of G' 1 (Z) onto this summand is zero because 




In this chapter we recall the definitions of the Grothendieck group and Witt group of an 
associative ring and, more generally, of an abstract category with sufficient structure. 
Our main example is the category of finitely generated projective representations of an 
associative ring R with involution over another associative ring A. In particular, we 
are concerned with representations of the particular ring P,11  over Z or over a field. 
In section 3.4 we define ti-component Seifert forms and prove that the Witt group 
of such forms is isomorphic to the Witt group of representations of P. 
3.1 Representations 
Let A and R denote associative rings with identity. A representation (M, p) of R over 
- - A will be a ring homomorphism p : R - EfldA(M) where M is a finitely generated 
projective A-module. We often write M in place of (M, p). 
Let (R; A)-Proj denote the category of representations of R over A. By definition a 
morphism 0 : (M, p) - (M', p') in (R; A)-Proj is an A-module map 0 : M - M' such 
that p'(r)O = Op(r) for all r e R. 
A ring homomorphism A - B induces a functor (R; A)-Proj - (R; B)-Proj as 
follows: If (M, p) is a representation of R over A then (B ®A  M, PB) is a representation 
over B where 
PB : R - EfldB(B ®A  M) 
r 	1 ® p(r). 
In our application to boundary links, A will be a field A = k or the integers A = Z 
and R will be a path ring for a quiver: 
3.1.1 Representations of Quivers 
For the convenience of the reader we summarize the basic definitions and properties of 
quivers, paraphrasing Benson [6, p99]. Further background can be found in the book 
by Auslander, Reiten and Smal [2, §3.11. 
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Definition 3.1.1. A quiver Q is a directed graph, possibly with loops and multiple 
directed edges (arrows). It has a finite set Qo  of vertices and a set Q, of arrows. Each 
arrow e e Qi has a head h(e) E Qo and a tail t(e) E Qo. 
A representation of a quiver will be a system {M x } xe QO of projective A-modules 
together with a system of homomorphisms {fe : Mt( e ) Mh( e) }ecQi If A is a field, 
say A = k, then each representation (M, p) has a dimension vector 
= (dimk MX)XEQO E ZQO 
Over any A, a representation of a quiver can be interpreted as a representation p 
ZQ - EndA(M) of the path ring ZQ which we define next. 
3.1.2 The Path Ring of a Quiver 
The path ring ZQ is a free Z-module with one basis element for each non-trivial path 
e 	en ) 0) el 
p = (. 	. .' ... 
in Q and one basis element 7r corresponding to the trivial path at each vertex x E Qo. 
If p is non-trivial we write h(p) = h(e) and t(p) = t(e l ) whereas for trivial paths we 
set h(ir) = t(7r) = x. 
If h(q) = t(p) then the product p.q is by definition 'path q followed by path p', the 
composite of the paths in reverse order. If h(q) t(p) then one defines p.q = 0. Note 
that the trivial paths {lrx}xeQo form a system of orthogonal idempotents in ZQ 
ifx=y 
	
L.x=l; 7r7r=c0 	ifxy. 
Knot Theory Example 3.1.2. Let Q be the quiver with one vertex and one arrow. 
The path ring ZQ is (isomorphic to) the ring of polynomials Z[s] in an indeterminate s. 
A representation ({M1EQ 0 , { fe}eEQi) of any quiver Q can be rewritten 
((@ M, P) 
xEQo 
where p ZQ -* End( XE Q0  M) and 
/ 	el 	e 
p  
is the composite of the corresponding maps 
+ Mh( e ) 	M. M Mt -* 	(e 
1) 
Inversely, given a representation (M, p) of ZQ one may define Mx = p(ir)M and let 
fe : Mt( e) Mh( e ) be the restriction of p(e). Note that p(e) maps Mt( e ) to Mh( e ) since 
P(e) = p(eh(e)e) = p(eet(e)). Henceforth we shall freely interchange the symbols Q and 
ZQ, writing for example (Q; A)-Proj = (ZQ; A)-Proj. 
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3.1.3 Boundary Links 
We require the following quivers in the study of boundary links (compare Farber [26], [25]) 
Definition 3.1.3. Let P denote the quiver with i vertices x1,••• ,x 12 and precisely 
one edge joining vertex x i to vertex x3 for each ordered pair (i, i) with 1 < i, j 
For example, in the case IL = 2 the quiver P2 appears as follows: 
s— . 
As usual, P1., will denote both the quiver and its path ring. 
Lemma 3.1.4. The path ring P1., is isomorphic to the free product of a polynomial ring 
Z[s] by a product of i copies of Z. In symbols 
PZ[s]*z hl z 
\IL 	/ 
Proof. The indeterminate s corresponds to the sum of all the paths of length one. The 
idempotents 7ri correspond to the trivial paths 	 E 
A representation of P, is to be thought of as the middle homology Hq (V; A) of a 
component embedded Seifert surface V2q - see section 1.5.2 above and lemma 3.4.4 
below. 
3.2 Grothendieck Groups 
3.2.1 Rings 
Let A be a ring, assumed to be associative and to contain a 1. Let A-Proj denote the 
category of projective left A-modules. 
Definition 3.2.1. Ko(A) is the abelian group with one generator [M] for each iso-
morphism class of finitely generated projective A-modules and one relation [M'] = 
[M] + [M"] for each identity M' M M". 
A ring homomorphism A -* B induces an additive functor 
A-Proj -* B-Proj; MH-* B®AM 
and therefore a group homomorphism KO(A) -f Ko(B). 
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3.2.2 Categories 
More generally, one can define the Grothendieck group Ko(C) of any category C which 
has a small skeleton and in which exact sequences are defined (see Rosenberg [87, ch3]). 
However, the following is general enough for our purposes: 
Definition 3.2.2. Suppose C is a full subcategory of an abelian category A. The 
Grothendieck group Ko(C) is the abelian group with one generator [M] for each iso-
morphism class of objects in C and one relation [M'] = [M] + [M"] for each exact 
sequence 0 -p M -+ M' -p M" - 0 in C. 
K0 is functorial; if F : C -+ V is an exact functor, i.e. F preserves exact sequences, 
then there is an induced homomorphism F : Ko(C) -* K0 (D) of abelian groups. 
The most important example here is the category C = (R; A)-Proj of representations 
defined in section 3.1: A sequence of objects and morphisms 
0 	(M,p) 	(M I , P/) 	(M",p") 	0 	 (3.1) 
is said to be exact if the underlying sequence 0 - M 
0
-* M' --* M" -* 0 is exact. 
(R; A)-Proj is a full subcategory of the abelian category (R; A)-Mod of representations 
of R by arbitrary A-modules. We write 
Ko (R; A) = Ko ((R; A)-Proj). 
For example, since an exact sequence of projective modules splits, we have 
Ko (Z;A) = Ko (A-Proj) = Ko (A). 
On the other hand, if R is any ring and A = k is a field then (R; k)-Proj is an abelian 
category and the Jordan-Holder theorem implies that Ko(R; k) is a free abelian group 
with one generator for each isomorphism class of simple objects. 
If j : A - B is a ring homomorphism then there is induced an exact functor 
(R; A)-Proj - (R; B)-Proj (see section 3.1); for in any exact sequence (3.1) the under-
lying exact sequence of projective modules is split. Thus j induces a group homomor-
phism K o (R; A) -p Ko(R; B). 
33 Witt Groups 
3.3.1 Hermitian Forms over a Ring 
Let A be an associative ring. 
Definition 3.3.1. The opposite ring A° is identical to A as an additive group but 
multiplication in A° is reversed: a o a' = a'a. 
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Definition 3.3.2. An involution on A is an isomorphism A -p A°, usually denoted 
a i -4 -d, such that a=for all aA. 
An involution on A induces an equivalence of categories Proj-A - A-Proj; a right 
A-module M becomes a left A-module with a.x = xd for all a E A and x E M. In 
particular, if M E A-Proj then the dual module M* = HomA(M, A) is again a finitely 
generated projective left A-module with (a.) (x) = e(x) for a e A, e M and x E M. 
We identify M with M**  via the natural isomorphism M -p x i-p ( i- 
Let c = 1 or —1. An e-hermitian form is a pair (M, q) where M E A-Proj and 
q: M ---4 M* satisfies 0* = eq. If q is an isomorphism then (M, 0) is said to be non-
singular. The category of non-singular c-hermitian forms is denoted H (A); a morphism 
f: (M, q) - (M', 0') in Hr: (A) is a map f M -i M' such that 0 = f *qf•  
If (M, çb) is an e-hermitian form and j : L 	M is the inclusion of a summand, one 
defines 
L 1 := 
If L = L1 then L is called a lagrangian or inetabolizer and (M, 0) is called metabolic. 
Equivalently, (M, 0) is metabolic if and only if 
(M, ) 	(L e L*, ( 
	
) : L L* L* L) 
for some L E A-Proj and some e-hermitian b. 
Definition 3.3.3. The Witt group WE(A)  is the abelian group with one generator 
[M, q] for each isomorphism class of non-singular c-hermitian forms in H(A) subject 
to relations 
f [M', '] = [M 01 + [M", cb"], if (M', ') 	(M, q) ED (M", qY') 
1 [M, q] = 0, 	 if (M, ) is metabolic. 
Thus two forms represent the same Witt class [M, 01 = [M', '] if and only if there 
exist metabolic forms (H, ri)  and (H', ij' ) such that 
(MH,çbr1) 	(M'tH',qYEij') 
Remark 3.3.4. An e-hermitian form (M, ) is hyperbolic if there exists L E A-Proj 
such that 
(M, ) 	(L ED L*, ( 
	
) : L L* .'(L L*)*) 
Although metabolic forms are not in general hyperbolic, the same group W(A) is 
obtained if one substitutes the word 'hyperbolic' for 'metabolic' in definition 3.3.3 [92, 
p23]. 
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Remark 3.3.5. The Witt group W(A) is isomorphic to a symmetric L-group LO (A, e) 
(Ranicki [801). If there exists a central element a E A such that a + Zi = 1 then W (A) 
is also isomorphic to the quadratic L-group Lq(A e (_1)) for all q. 
Example 3.3.6. For any ring A the product A x A° admits a transposition involution 
(a, a') = (a', a), for which W 1 (A x A°) = 0. 
Proof. Any c-hermitian form (M, ) over A x A° has metabolizer (1, 0)M. 	D 
Example 3.3.7. Let C denote the field of complex numbers with involution given 
by complex conjugation. Let C denote the same field with trivial involution. Then 
W 6 (C) Z and W(Cj Z/2Z. 
Remark 3.3.8. If A is a commutative ring then the group W' (A) is also a commuta-
tive ring with multiplication given by the tensor product 
(M, 0) ® (M', ') = (M ®A M', qf ® q') 
where ((9')(xi0xc)(x2®x) = (x i )(x2)'(x)(x) for X1, X2 eM and xç,x EM'. 
3.3.2 Change of Rings 
A homomorphism j : A - B of rings with involution induces a functor 
H(A) - H(B) 
(M, ) i-f (B ®A  M, 'B) 
where 
b ® x i-p (b' ® x' i-p b'j((x)(x'))b). 
for all b, b' e B and all x, x' C M. 
If (M, ) is metabolic then (B ®A  M, c'B)  is again metabolic so j induces a group 
homomorphism W(A) - W(B). If A and B are commutative then j : W(A) -p W(B) 
is a ring homomorphism. 
3.3.3 Hermitian Categories 
Quebbemann, Scharlau and Schulte formulated a more general theory of quadratic and 
hermitian forms over a wider class of categories [79]. We summarize next the definitions 
we require. 
M. 
3.3.3.1 Duality Functors 
Suppose C is an additive category (see Bass [5, ppl2-20]). 
Definition 3.3.9. A duality functor * : C -p C is an additive contravariant functor 
together with a natural isomorphism (iM)MEC : id -p ** such that iiM* = idM* for all 
M E C. We often omit i identifying M with M**. A triple (C, *, i) is called a herrnitian 
category, and is usually written C for brevity. 
In our main examples, M i-i 	= HomA (M, A) is a duality functor for A-Proj 
and the category (R; A)-Proj of representations of a ring R by projective A-modules 
admits the duality functor (M, p)* = (M* ,  p*) where 
= (x i - 
forr ER,EM* and xEM. 
3.3.3.2 Hermitian Forms 
Let c = +1 or —1. An e-hermitian form over C is by definition a pair (M, q) where M 
is an object of C and 4 : M - M* satisfies cb*iM  = eq. (M, q) is non-singular if 0 is 
an isomorphism. 
An object M is called self-dual if M M*  and is called c-self-dual if there exists a 
non-singular c-hermitian form (M, ). In many cases of interest, self-dual objects are 
both 1-self-dual and (-1)-self-dual - see lemmas 5.0.9 and 5.0.10 below. 
The category of non-singular €-hermitian forms is denoted H (C). 
3.3.4 Change of Hermitian Category 
Hermitian categories are themselves the objects of a category. We define next the 
morphisms between hermitian categories C and V. 
Definition 3.3.10. A duality preserving functor C - V is a triple (F, '1, ii) where 
F C - V is an additive functor, {M}MEC : F(_*) F(_)* is a natural isomorphism, 
= 1 or —1 and 
MiF(M) = M*F(iM) : F(M) - F(M*)* 	 (3.2) 
for all M E C. 
A duality preserving functor (F, 1, i)  is an equivalence of hermitian categories if 
and only if F is an equivalence of categories - see proposition 11.2.5 of appendix II. 
Precise definitions of composition and equivalence of duality preserving functors are 
also given in appendix II. 
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Example 3.3.11. Suppose as in section 3.3.2 above that j : A - B is a ring homo-
morphism and B ®A - : A-Proj - B-Proj is the induced functor. There is a duality 
preserving functor (B ®A , (b, 1) : A-Proj -p B-Proj, where 1) is the natural isomor-
phism 
4M : B® A M* =B®A Hom A (M,A)HomB(B®AM,B)=(B®AM)* 
b® — (YO x— b'(x)b). 
In the slightly more general setting of representation categories, essentially the same 
triple (B OA  _,1,1) : (R;A)-Proj - (R;B)-Proj is a duality preserving functor. 
An example in which 7] can be —1 will appear in the next chapter which concerns 
hermitian Morita equivalence. 
Lemma 3.3.12. A duality preserving functor (F, , i) C -p V induces an additive 
functor between categories of non-singular herrnitian forms: 
H(C) - HI(V) 
(M, 0) i-i (F(M),MF(q)). 
Proof. Suppose (M, ) e H(C) is an e-hermitian form, so that *iM = €. To show 
(F(M),MF(q)) E H 1 (V) we need 	 = ]MF(). Indeed, 
f.T. 	T11 j\\* 	 ru j\*Ac* 
I'Mr ç)) 7F(M) = r (p) WMiF(M) 
= 7]F(q5)*I M *F(iM ) by equation (3.2) 
?]MF(O*)F(iM) by naturality of 
71MF(iM) 
= 7)4MF(). 
3.3.5 The Witt Group of a Category 
Suppose now that C is a hermitian category which is a full subcategory of an abelian 
category A. Suppose further that C is admissible in A, i.e. that if 0 -* M -* M' 
M" -+ 0 is an exact sequence in A and M' and M" are in C then M e C. 
A subobject j : L -+ M is called admissible in C, if Coker(j: L 	M) E C. In the 
case C = A-Proj of section 3.3.3, admissible subobjects are precisely direct summands. 
If L is admissible one defines 
L' = Ker (j* cb : M_L*). 
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which is an object of C. We denote by j-'- the inclusion L' 	M. If L C L' then L is 
called a sublagrangian of (M, q) while if L = L- then one says L is a lagrangian or 
metabolizer for (M, (k) and (M, 0) is metabolic. 
The definition of the Witt group of C is very similar to the Witt group of a ring 
(see definition 3.3.3 above): 
Definition 3.3.13. The Witt group W(C) is the abelian group with one generator 
[M, q]  for each isomorphism class of non-singular e-hermitian forms (M, q) E H(C) 
subject to relations 
J [M', qY] = [M, 01 + [M", "], if (M', qY) (M, q)  (M", cb") 
	
[M, ] = 0, 	 if (M, ) is metabolic. 
Two forms represent the same Witt class [M, ] = [M', '] if and only if there exist 
metabolic forms (H,ij) and (H',q') such that 
(MH,qij) (M'ED  
Definition 3.3.14. Let W(R; A) denote the Witt group of the category of represen-
tations: 
W(R;A) := W((R;A)-Proj) 
In particular, Wc(Z;  A) = W(A). 
Remark 3.3.15. If A is a commutative ring then W(R; A) is a module over W 1 (A). 
Lemma 3.3.16. An exact duality preserving functor (F, 4, ij) : C -+ V induces a ho-
momorphism of Witt groups: 
W(C) - W(V) 
[M, 0] i-* [F(M),4MF(0)] 
Proof. By lemma 3.3.12, (F, 4), ,q) induces an additive functor H(C) - H", (D). We 
need only prove that if L metabolizes (M, çb) then F(L) metabolizes (F(M), MF(0)). 






Since F is exact the sequence 
0 - F(L) -2 F(M) F(j) F(L*) 0 
is also exact. Observing that 
= 	F(j* )F(ç) = F(j)*F(qf) : F(M) - 
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the sequence 
0 -p F(L) 	F(M) 
F(j)F() F(L)* 	0 
is exact so F(L) = F(L)'. 
For example, the duality preserving functor (B OA -, , 1): (R; A)-Proj - (R; B)-Proj 
of example 3.3.11 induces a homomorphism W(R; A) -p W(R; B). Setting R = 
one recovers the homomorphism W(A) -+ W(B) defined in section 3.3.2. 
In the Witt group computations of chapter 5 one needs the following two lemmas: 
Lemma 3.3.17. If(M,q) e H(C) and  : L 	M is a s'ublagrangian, i.e. 
OL =  ii = 0: L - L* 
then 
[MI cb]= ['L1]  eW(c) 
where q5L- : 	- ( it) is induced from the restriction 	= (±)* j1  : L' -* 
(L!)*. 
Proof. The image of the diagonal map A : 	- M L'/L is a metabolizer for 
(M, —0) (L'/L, L l). 	 El 
Lemma 3.3.18. If (M, ) E HE(C) and j : M' c-*  M is a subobject such that the 
restriction (M', c'w) is non-singular, i.e. q' = : M' - M* is an isomorphism, 
then 
(M,) 	(M', Om , ) e (M", q,1). 
Proof. The inclusion j : M' -+ M is split by (j*q5j)_1j*q : M - M' the kernel of 
which is M" so M = MED M' 1 as required. 	 El 
3.4 Seifert Forms 
As we outlined in sections 1.4.2 and 1.5 above, the F,-1ink cobordism group C(F,) is 
isomorphic to a Witt group of Seifert forms G'(Z). We define this Witt group next. 
Definition 3.4.1. Let € = +1 or —1 and let A be any ring with involution. A (ji-
component) Seifert form over A is a (i + 2)-tuple (M,iri ,... , ir12 , A) where M is a 
finitely generated projective A-module, 7 1 , , ir is a set of orthogonal idempotents 
in EndA(M) and A : M - M* is an A-module homomorphism such that A + C A* is 
an isomorphism which commutes with each ir. The category of Seifert forms will be 
denoted S(A, ). We usually suppress the component structure writing a Seifert form 
as (M, A). 
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A Seifert form (M, A) is said to be metabolic if there exists a metabolizer L for the 
e-hermitjan form 0 := A + €A : M -p M* such that 
A(L)(L)=O and L=Lfl7riM••EBLfl7r,M. 
Lemma 3.4.2. A summand L of a Seifert form (M, A) is a rnetabolizer if and only if 
L = L" = L1 ' and L = L fl 7r1 M 	L fl 7r PM. 
where 0 = A + IA* and LIA = {x E M I A(x)(y) = A(y)(x) = 0 Vy E L}. 
Proof. We must show that if L = L-L O then A(L)(L) = 0 if and only if L = L-'-A. 
Certainly L = L-LA implies A(L)(L) = 0. Conversely, if A(L)(L) = 0 then L C L" C 
L-L O 
Definition 3.4.3. The Witt group G"2 (A) of (it-component) Seifert forms is the abelian 
group generated by isomorphism classes [M, A] of si-component Seifert forms subject to 
relations i) [M M', A G A'] = [M, A] + [M', A'] and ii) [M, A] = 0 if (M, A) is metabolic. 
Recall from section 3.1.1 that P. denotes the ring 
which is the path ring of a quiver with vertices and i2 arrows. If one endows P,1 with 
the involution 
(3.3) 
then the Witt group G€(A)  is in fact isomorphic to the Witt group W(P, 1 ; A) of the 
representation category: 
Lemma 3.4.4. The category S' (A, i) of Seifert forms is equivalent to the category 
H(P1,; A) of forms over representations of P11 . Consequently, there is an isomorphism 
Gf(A) 	W(P,; A) 
which is natural with respect to A. 
Proof. Suppose (M, A) is a si-component Seifert form. We define a corresponding rep-
resentation (M, p : P,1 -+ EndA M) and a form 0 : M --4M*  as follows: 
= A + eA* 
p(s) = 
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By definition p(lrj ) projects M onto its ith component M2 . 
Inversely, one can recover a u-component Seifert form from a triple (M, p, ) by 
setting A = çbp(s). For 
A + €A* = p(s) + I(qp(s))* 
(l_ p ( s)*)+ p(s)* 
Metabolic Seifert forms correspond to metabolic (P1 ; A)-forms which implies the 




This expository chapter concerns certain equivalences between categories of modules 
and hermitian forms. 
Example 4.0.5. Suppose M is a simple representation of a ring R over a field k. The 
endomorphism ring E = Eiid(R;k) M is a division algebra, and there is a correspondence 
r 
IvI=IvtBr 	; E' (rN) 
between direct sums of copies of M and (right) E-modules. 
If R and k are endowed with involutions and M is a simple representation which 
is f-self-dual, there is a Morita equivalence between the category of c-hermitian forms 
Mor-p (M)* and the category of (symmetric or) hermitian forms ET (ET)* . 
In chapter 5 the Witt groups W(R; k) of forms over representations of R will be 
reduced by a process of devissage to a direct sum of Witt groups of forms over isotypic 
representations M. Morita equivalence allows one to pass to the Witt groups of 
the division algebra of endomorphisms of M. This equivalence is a generalization of 
the trace construction of Milnor (lemma 1.1 in [68]) which played a crucial role in his 
analysis of isometries of inner product spaces and hence in the computation of high-
dimensional knot cobordism. 
In the present chapter, we proceed in greater generality. 
Notation 4.0.6. Let C be an additive category [5, ppl2-20]. Each object M of C 
generates a full subcategory CIM  of objects isomorphic to a direct summand of some 
direct sum Mod  of copies of M. 
This restricted category CIM  is Morita equivalent to the category of projective right 
modules over the endomorphism ring of M: 
CIM +-4 Proj-Endt(M) 
A similar result (theorem 4.2.1 below) applies to the corresponding categories of her-
mitian forms. 
References for this chapter include Curtis and Reiner [19, Vol I,3D] for the lin-
ear theory and Quebbemann Scharlau and Schulte [79, p271], Scharlau [92, §7.4] or 
Knus [44, §I.9,ch.II] for the hermitian theory. 
4.1 Linear Morita Equivalence 
Definition 4.1.1. An additive category C is idempotent complete if each idempotent 
p2 = p: N -+ N has a splitting N -- N' --- N such that ji = p and ij = id. 
All the categories we shall need, such as the category (R; A)-Proj of representations 
of R by finitely generated projective A-modules, are idempotent complete. 
Theorem 4.1.2 (Linear Morita Equivalence). Suppose that M is an object in an 
additive category C and C I M is idempotent complete. Let E = Endc M. Then C I M is 
equivalent to the category Proj-E of finitely generated projective right E-modules. 
Proof. M admits an action on the left by E and if N E C then Homc (M, N) is a right 
E-module under composition. The functor 
Homc(M, _) CIM Proj-E 
has inverse - ®E M. 
Corollary 4.1.3. If C is an exact category and CIM  is idempotent complete then 
KO(CIM) K 0 (E°) 
Remark 4.1.4 (Naturality of Morita Equivalence). If F : C -* V is an additive 
(covariant) functor then F induces a ring homomorphism F : End M -* End F(M), 
and the following square commutes up to natural isomorphism: 
CIM 	 DIF(M) 
=t tf-- 
Proj- Endc(M) 	> Proj- End F(M). 
In particular, there is a commutative square 
Ko(CIM) 	 Ko(DIF(M)) 
Ko(End(M)°) 	> Ko(Endv F(M)O). 
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Proof The map 
Home (M, N) ®Endc  M EndV F(M) -# Homv(F(M), F(N)) 
q®fi — F(cb)f 
is natural for N e CIM and is an isomorphism because 
End(M) ®Endc M EndV F(M) Endv F(M). 
The functors we shall be considering are those induced by a change of ground ring: 
F: (R; A)-Proj - (R; B)-Proj 
(M, p) - (B®AM,PB) 
where pB(r)(b(9x) = b®p(r)x for all r e R, b e B and x e M. There is a commutative 
diagram 
K0 ((R; A)-ProjIM) 	K0 ((R; B)-ProjB ØM) 
K0 ((Efld (R;A)  M)°) 	> K0 ((End (RB)  B ® M)°) 
In particular, if A and B are commutative and if B is flat as an A-module then there 
is an isomorphism 
B ®A Efld(R ; A) M End(R;B ) (B ® M) 
b®f—*(b'®x---+ bb' Øf(x)) 
4.2 Hermitian Morita equivalence 
Suppose C is a hermitian category and M M*  is a self-dual object in C. The full 
subcategory CIM  inherits a hermitian structure. 
Theorem 4.2.1 (Hermitian Morita Equivalence). Let i = +1 or —1. Suppose 
that (M, b) is a non-singular 77-herinitian form in a herrnitian category C, and assume 
further that the hermitian subcategory CIM  is idempotent complete. Let E = Endc M 
be endowed with the adjoint involution f f = b_lf*b. Then there is an equivalence 
of hermitian categories 
eM,,, = (Hom(M, _),,ij) : CIM - E-Proj 
The precise definition 11.2.4 of equivalence of hermitian categories is given in ap-
pendix II. 
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Proof of Theorem 4.2.1. Identifying Proj-E with E-Proj there is a functor 
Hom(M, _) : CIM -+ E-Proj 
which is an equivalence of categories by theorem 4.1.2 above. We aim to extend this 
functor to an equivalence of hermitian categories. By proposition 11.2.5 of appendix II 
any duality preserving functor (Hom(M, _), I, i) is automatically an equivalence of 
hermitian categories. 
One can define : Hom(M, _*) 	Hom(M, _)* by asserting that N  should be 
the composite of the following natural isomorphisms: 
Homc (M,N*) —p Homc(N,M) -+ HomE(Homc(M,N),E) 	(4.1) 
_b_l y * ; 	8(-8c). 
Corollary 4.2.2. If C is a hermitian admissible subcategory of an abelian category, 
(M, b) is a non-singular 77-hermitian form and CIM  is idempotent complete then there 
is an isomorphism 
eM,b: WPM) - W(EndcM); 
[N,çb] i-f [Hom(M,N),NF(c/)] 
where (NF(0))(a)(J3) = eb_lc*00 E EndM for all ci/3 E Hom(M,N). 
Proof. The corollary follows from lemma 3.3.16 because eM,b is an exact functor. Ei 
Knot Theory Example 4.2.3. A simple self-dual representation of Pi = Z[s] over Q 
may be written 
K = 	
Q[s] 
= HomQ(K, Q) p(s) 	p(l — s) 
where p e Q[s] is an irreducible polynomial. 
Milnor's trace construction (lemma 1.1 in [681) is a special case of hermitian Morita 
equivalence. The trace construction turns a symmetric form q: K —p HomQ(K 7 , Q) 
which respect the action of s into a hermitian form over the field K = with 
involution s 	1 - s. The key to the construction is the following isomorphism 
HomK (Kr,K) ?+ HomQ (Kr , Q) 
6 t-' TraceK/Qo 6. 
This isomorphism is inverse to (4.1) above if one defines b : K - HomQ(K, Q) by 
b(x)(y) = Trace(x.y) for all x,y E K. 
The endomorphism ring of K is just K itself. Since K is commutative any choice of 
isomorphism b : K - HomQ(K, Q) which respects the representations - i.e. b(sm)(m') = 
b(m)((1 - s)m') - will induce the same adjoint involution 
K  —+K; sE_+ b_l s*b = 1_ s. 
Remark 4.2.4 (Naturality). If (F, '1, i) : C - V is a duality preserving functor and 
(M, b) E H 7 (C) then (F(M), cIMF(b)) E H71 (V) and the following diagram of hermitian 
Morita equivalences 
CIM 	 >VIF(M) 
I _ I 
	
Endc(M)-Proj 	Endv F(M)-Proj. 
commutes up to natural isomorphism (of duality preserving functors). If F is exact 
then the following square also commutes: 
W(CIM) 	 > W(V) 
_ lc~e  
W(Endc(M)) 	> W117 (End-D F(M)). 
In particular, a homomorphism A - B of rings with involution induces a commutative 
diagram 
W((R; A)-ProjIM) 	> W((R; B)-ProjB ®M) 
W' 7 (Efld(R;A) M) 	> W 7 (Efld(R;B) B ® M). 
As we remarked above, if A -* B is a flat homomorphism of commutative rings then 




In this chapter we assume that C is an abelian category. Roughly speaking, an abelian 
category is a category in which every morphism has a kernel, an image and a cokernel. 
The standard reference for a precise definition is the book of H.Bass [5, p21]. 
We shall assume further that each object in C has finite length. We discuss the 
Jordan-Holder theorem and the corresponding structure theorem in the hermitian set-
ting. The example to keep in mind is the representation category C = (R; k)-Proj where 
k is a field. 
Recall from section 3.2.2 that Ko(C) is the abelian group generated by the isomor-
phism classes of C with relations corresponding to exact sequences in C. 
Theorem 5.0.5 (Jordan-Holder). Suppose C is an abelian category with ascending 
and descending chain conditions. There is a canonical isomorphism 
Ko(C) 	K(CA,) 
MEM8(C) 
where MS(C)  denotes the set of isomorphism classes of simple objects M in C. 
Proof. See, for example Lang [50, p22,1571. 	 UI 
Every infinite ordered set contains either an infinite ascending chain i1 < j2 < 
or an infinite descending chain i1 > i2 > .... The hypothesis that C has ascending and 
descending chain conditions implies that every object N of C has a finite composition 
series 
0=N0cN1ccN1=N 
such that each subfactor N/N_ 1 is simple. The content of theorem 5.0.5 is that these 
subfactors are uniquely determined up to reordering. The natural number 1 is also 
uniquely determined and is called the composition length of N. 
/•;_ 
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Corollary 5.0.6. Ko(C) is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of Z, one for each 
simple isomorphism class: 
Ko(C) ZMS(C) ( 	Ko(En(M)0)) 
\ MEM(C) 
The corresponding theorem for Witt groups is the following: 
Theorem 5.0.7 (Hermitian Devissage). Suppose C is an abelian her'mitian cate-
gory with ascending and descending chain conditions. There is an isomorphism of Witt 
groups 
W(C) 	ED W(CM) 
Me?is (C,E) 
where Ms(c, e) denotes the set of isomorphism class of simple c-self-dual objects in C. 
Corollary 5.0.8. Under the hypotheses of theorem 5.0.7 The Witt group of C is iso-
morphic to a direct sum of Witt groups of division rings: 
	
W6 (C) 	 W 1 (Endc M) 
MEMS (C,€) 
Proof of corollary. For each simple c-self-dual object M, choose an €-hermitian form 
(M, b) and apply theorem 4.2.1. 	 Li 
When M is simple there is often little distinction between the adjectives self-dual 
and c-self-dual (e.g. [92, p255]): 
Lemma 5.0.9. Suppose M is a simple self-dual object in an abelian category C and 
2.id : M -* M is an isomorphism. Then M is either 1-self-dual or (-1)-self-dual or 
both. 
Proof. Let f : M -* M* be an isomorphism. Since 
f= 
the forms (f + f*) and (f - f*) cannot both be zero, so one or other is an isomorphism. 
Li 
Suppose next that M is any c-self-dual object. If 2. idM = 0 then there is no distinction 
between c-self-dual and (—e)-self-dual. On the other hand, if 2. idM 54 0 the next 
lemma gives a criterion for M to be (—c)-self dual. Recall that an e-hermitian form 
b: M -' M* induces an involution 
lb : End(M) - End(M) 
f 	b_lf*b. 
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Lemma 5.0.10. An c-self-dual object M fails to be —c-self-dual if and only if some 
(and therefore every) c-herrnitian form b : M - M* induces the identity involution 
Ibid onEndcM. 
Proof. Suppose cb* = b : M -* M* and f 54 Ii(f) for some f E Endc M. Let C = 
f - 4(f) and observe that 4(c) = —c. The composite 1/ = bc is a (—c)-hermitian form. 
Conversely, suppose b is an c-hermitian form and b' is a (—c)-hermitian form. Setting 
f = b 1 b' we have 
b_lf*b = b_1(b)*b_*b = b 1 (—c)b'cb'b = —b'b' = -f. 
Li 
In particular, lemmas 5.0.9 and 5.0.10 imply that every self-dual simple complex 
representation is both 1-self-dual and (-1)-self-dual. 
Corollary 5.0.11. W(R; C) is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of Z, one for 
each isomorphism class of simple self-dual complex representations of R: 
We (R; C) ZMS() 
Proof. Set C = (R; C)-Proj and observe that each of the endomorphism rings Endc M 
is isomorphic to C. 	 Li 
We have proved a part of proposition 2.1.2: 
Corollary 5.0.12. GE/L(C) 
A generalization of Pfister's theorem ( see chapter 7 below) will imply that the 
composite 
C2q_1(Fa) G"(Z) -* G 6'(C) 
with q > 2 and c = (_1)q) defines a complete set of signature invariants. 
We have also proved a part of proposition 2.2.2: 
Corollary 5.0.13. There is an isomorphism 
W 1 (End(M)) 
with one summand for each isomorphism class of c-self-dual simple rational represen-
tation of P. 
To prove theorem 5.0.7 we need the following lemma 
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Lemma 5.0.14. Suppose C is a hermitian abelian category. A stably metabolic €-
hermitian form over C is metabolic. In other words, (M, qS) represents the zero element 
of W 6 (C) if and only if (M, ) is metabolic. 
Proof. (e.g. [79, Cor 6.4]) Suppose L metabolizes (H, i) and L' metabolizes (MPH, OED 
i'). Let Ii' = L + L- n L' c M H and observe that 
L"=L'fl(L'flL')'=L'fl(L+L")=L'fl(L+L') 
=L+L'flL' sinceLcL 1 
= 
so L" metabolizes (M ED H, 0 ED q). Since L" contains L we have L" = L (L" n M) 
whence L" fl M metabolizes (M, q). 
Proof of theorem 5.0.7. We can express a general element of WE(CM) as a formal 
sum 	j] where each form (Ni , 	represents an element of W(CjMj. Let 
j: 	W(CIM) —* W(C) 
>:[Ni, Oi ] 	N, 
We check first that j is well-defined and injective. Indeed, if each (Ni, qj) is metabolic 
with metabolizer L i say then L = (@Li metabolizes (N, q5) = j=1 N, 
Conversely, suppose L is a metabolizer for (N, O). Since N is semisimple, L is also 
semisimple. Moreover, each simple subobject of L is isomorphic to one of the Mi and 
is contained in the corresponding M-isotypic summand N C N. Thus L = EDj L fl N 
and L fl N metabolizes (Ni , q). 
It remains to show that j is surjective. Let (N, ) be a representative of a Witt 
class in W 6 (C) and let I = 1(N) be the composition length of N. We argue by induction 
on 1. If 1=1 then N is simple and there is nothing to prove. If 1(N) > 1, let j M N 
be the inclusion of a simple subobject. The composite 
N -- N* M 
is either the zero map or an isomorphism. In the former case 
[N,] — — I V 
by lemma 3.3.17. In the latter case the restriction (Mi, M)  is non-singular so (W ) 
(Mi, c'M)ED(Me - , M-) by lemma 3.3.18. Either way, the inductive hypothesis applies. 
E 
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Remark 5.0.15 (Naturality). If C and V satisfy the hypotheses of theorem 5.0.5 
and F C - V is an exact functor, then there is a commutative diagram 
Ko(C) 	 >Ko (D) 
=1 t 
M Ko(CIM) 	M Ko(DIF(M)) 
with both direct sums indexed over the simple isomorphism classes in C. 
Analogously, if C and V satisfy the hypotheses of theorem 5.0.7 and (F, 4), ,q) : C - V 
is an exact duality preserving functor then there is a commutative diagram 
W(C) 	 > W617  
____ 	T 
M W 6 (CIM) 	M W7(VIF(M)). 
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Chapter 6 
Varieties of Representations 
The aim of this chapter is to give some geometric structure to the set of signature 
invariants of Seifert forms over C. In chapter 9 characters will be used to identify 
the 'algebraically integral' representations relevant to Seifert forms over Z and hence 
to boundary link cobordism. 
Notation 6.0.16. Let A4 (R) = M(R; C) denote the set of isomorphism classes of 
semisimple representations of a ring R over C. We denote the subset of self-dual repre-
sentations M(R) c M (R). Let M 8 (R) C M (R) be the subset of simple representations 
and let X18(R)  c (R) denote the simple self-dual representations. 
In this chapter we focus on the case R = P. 
Knot Theory Example 6.0.17. When u = 1 we have Pi = Z[s] and there is a 
correspondence 
C M 3 (Z[s]) 
v4-+ CHAS  —v) 
which parameterizes the isomorphism classes of simple representations and identifies 
Ms(Z[ s]) with one-dimensional affine space. 
The self-dual representations M(Z[s]) correspond to the points ii e C which satisfy 
the equation IF = 1 - ii. This equation defines a one-dimensional real variety 
{1/2+ibl be11}cC 
(compare Ranicki [83, p609]). We recall the notion of a real variety in definition 6.3.4 
below. 
The aim here is to give some analogous algebraic structure to M 3 (P,) and 
when i > 2, in the framework of Mumford's geometric invariant theory [71]. In chap-
ter 10, explicit computations are given for two particular dimension vectors a. 
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Since P,1  is the path ring of a quiver (see lemma 3.1.4) a description of MS(P/L ) 
can be read off from the work of Le Bruyn and Procesi [51] (see also Procesi [77]) 
who applied the Etale slice machinery of D. Luna ([65], [66]) to study the semisimple 
representations of quivers. 
Given a quiver Q and a fixed dimension vector a : Qo - Z>o the isomorphism 
classes of semisimple representations of Q with dimension vector a correspond to the 
points in an affine algebraic variety (which is not smooth in general). The semisimple 
isomorphism classes M(P,1 ) are therefore a disjoint union of affine varieties, one for 
each dimension vector. 
Each variety 'admits a finite stratification into locally closed smooth irreducible 
subvarieties corresponding to the different types of semisimple decompositions of di-
mension vector a. Moreover, one stratum lies in the closure of another if the corre-
sponding representations are deformations' ([51, p586]). In particular, if there exist 
simple representations with dimension vector a then they form a dense (Zariski) open 
smooth subvariety of the variety of semisimple representations. 
A duality functor on (Q; C)-Proj induces an involution on each variety of semisim-
ple representations. The subset invariant under the involution is then a real algebraic 
variety. 
6.1 Existence of Simple Representations 
The first question is whether any self-dual simple representations exist with dimension 
vector a. When p > 2 the answer is usually yes: 
Lemma 6.1.1. Let a : {x 1 ,... , x,} - Z>o; x 2 '-+ ce i be a dimension vector for the 
quiver P,2 . The following are equivalent: 
1. 	 0. 
. M8(P,2 , a)O. 
3. Either ISupport(a)I >2 or for some i, a3 
= 
( 1 ifj=i 
 if . 
Proof. 1=2: Immediate. 
2=3: If Support(a) = {i} then a representation of P of dimension vector a is essen-
tially a representation of a polynomial ring C[s] which by the fundamental theorem 
of algebra is not simple unless a 2 = 1. 
3==> 1: The case where Support(a) = {i} is easy so assume I Support(a) 	2. We shall 
construct a simple self-dual representation (M, p) with dimension vector a. 
Recall that s is the sum of the paths of length one in the quiver P,. We denote by 
s j the arrow from vertex x j to vertex x. For each i E Support(a) let 
	




where v1,••• , v are distinct elements of the set {1/2 + bi J b E lI}. When i,j E 
Support(a) and i j, let 
11••• 	1 
p(sjj ) = sign(i - j) 
11... 1 
11... 	1 
The total matrix p(s) jj = p(sjj ) satisfies p(s) = 1and so (M, p) is self-dual. 
We must check that M is simple. Regarding 7rM as a representation of a polynomial 
ring Z[s] for each i E Support(a), we have 
C[s] 	 C[s] 
(s - ii1) 	 (s2 - v) 
• direct sum of simple representations of Z[s] no two of which are isomorphic. Given 
• subrepresentation M' C M, it suffices to show that 7rM' = 0 or irM for each i. 
Suppose that irM' 	0. Since I Support(a) 	2 we can choose j E Support(a) 
with j i and we find 
((1,1,... , 1)) E 	 C irM' 
which implies that irM' = irM as required. 
6.2 Semisimple Representations of Quivers 
Let us fix a quiver Q, a dimension vector a : Qo -p Z>o and a family of vector spaces 
{ M, = Cax }XEQ0. As usual, let m = a. Dimension vector a representations 
of Q correspond to families of linear maps 
{fe}eEQ1 e R(Q,a) 
eEQi 
points in an affine space of dimension 
EeEQi ah(e)at(e). The coordinate ring of this 
affine space is a polynomial ring C[X], where X is a set of (commuting) indeterminates. 
Isomorphism classes of representations correspond to orbits for the action of the 
reductive group 
GL(a) = JJ GL(a) 
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by conjugation on R(Q,a), i.e. g.f, = t(e)feh() where e e Qi and g = { gx}xQo. By 
Mumford's theory the closed orbits correspond to semisimple isomorphism classes. 
The ring of invariants C[X]GL()  is the coordinate ring of a variety 
M(Q, a) = R(Q, a)// GL (a) 
which parameterizes these semisimple isomorphism classes; the inclusion of (C[X]GI()  in 
C[X] induces a categorical quotient R(Q, a) - M (Q, a), the universal GL (a)-invariant 
morphism. The Zariski topology on M(Q, a) coincides with the quotient topology so 
M(Q, a) is irreducible. 
Theorem 6.2.1 (Procesi and Le Bruyn). C[X](a)  is generated by traces of ori-
ented cycles in the quiver of length at most m2 = ( 
Proof. See [51, Theorem 1]. 
It follows from further work of Procesi [78] that all the relations between these traces 
can be deduced from Cayley-Hamilton relations of m x m matrices. 
As we remarked above, there is a Luna stratification of Jvt(Q, a) into smooth locally 
closed subvarieties, one for each representation type: 
Definition 6.2.2. A semisimple representation 
M = M1 1 . .. M 
is said to be of representation type r = (d1, /3i; 	; dk, 13k) if each M is simple and 3j 
is the dimension vector of M. 
The stratum of representations of type r' is contained in the closure of the type r 
stratum if and only if T can be obtained from -r by a sequence of deformations each 
decomposing some vector as a sum of smaller dimension vectors /3 = + 
(and perhaps regrouping if = 13k for some j and k). In particular, the stratum of 
simple isomorphism classes, if it exists, contains all other strata in its closure; it is a 
dense open subset of M(Q, a). 
Remark 6.2.3. The dimension of M (Q, a) is easy to calculate. We are concerned here 
with those a for which the generic representation M is simple so that dim(Autp (M)) = 
dim(EndpjM)) = 1. 
By the orbit-stabilizer theorem 
dim (M(Q,a)) = dim (R(Q,a)) - dim (GL(a)) + dim(GL(a)M) 
(where GL(a)M is the stabilizer of M) 
ah(e)at(e) - 	a 2 + 1. 
eEQi 	 xEQ0 
ZE 
In particular when Q = P,, 
2ac 	(6.1) 
i,j=1 	i=1 	 1<i<j<ji 
6.3 Self-Dual Representations 
We proceed to give the self-dual isomorphism classes 7(P, a) a real algebraic variety 
structure. Let us first recall some of the basic theory of real algebraic geometry; for 
further details the reader is referred to Bochnak, Coste and Roy [8] or Lam [48]. 
6.3.1 Real Algebraic Sets 
Let R[X] = 1R[X1, 	,Xm] denote a commutative polynomial ring over the real num- 
bers. If U i R[X] then one can define 
V(U)= fl{xECm If(x)=O}. 
fEU 
The intersection V(U) = V(U) n lRtm is called a real algebraic set; these generate the 
closed sets in the Zariski topology for 1km. In fact the points in VR(U)  correspond to the 
maximal ideals of R[X] which both contain U and are real in the following (algebraic) 
sense (lemma 6.3.13 below): 
Definition 6.3.1. A commutative ring A is real (also called formally real) if it has the 
property 
a+••. +a?=O = ai==ai=O 
for all a 1 ,••• , al E A. An ideal U of a commutative ring A is said to be real if and only 
if the quotient ring A/U is real. 
On the other hand, if one is given a subset S of 1R  one can define 
U(S)= fl{fEIF[X} If(x)=O}. 
xES 
To explain the extent to which VR and U are mutually inverse, one must introduce the 
real radical: 
Definition 6.3.2. The real radical /U of an ideal U i A is by definition 
{aEAIa 2m +a+... +a?EUforsornem>Oandal,...,aflEA}. 
In fact VU is the intersection of the real ideals containing U. 
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Theorem 6.3.3 (Dubois-Risler Real Nullstellensatz). 
If U i R[X] then U(Vjr(U)) 
If S c Rm then VR(U(S)) = where 3 denotes the closure of S for the Zariski 
topology on 
The dimension of a real algebraic set VR(U)  is by definition the (Krull) dimension 
of R[X]/7U. Dubois and Efroymson [22] proved that given a real variety VR(p)  one 
can find a chain of real varieties 
VR(p) = VR(pd) D VR(pd_l) D 	D VR(pO) 
where V(p) has dimension i; this result confirms that the algebraic definition of di-
mension is reflected in the real geometry. 
The decomposition theory of semi-algebraic sets provides further reassurance. A 
semi-algebraic set is a subset of Rm defined by polynomial inequalities in addition to, 
or in place of, polynomial equations. Any semi-algebraic set decomposes [8, Thm2.3.6, 
§2.8] as a disjoint union of semi-algebraic sets each semi-algebraically homeomorphic 
to an open hypercube (0, 1) " . The largest occurring value of d coincides with the Krull 
dimension defined above. 
6.3.2 Real Varieties 
Definition 6.3.4. An (affine) real algebraic variety V is a subset of jjm  of the form 
V = V(p) where p is a real prime ideal of IR[X]. 
Defined thus, a real variety is not only irreducible in the Zariski topology, but 
absolutely irreducible (i.e. V(p) is also irreducible). Moreover V(p) is Zariski dense in 
V(p). 
6.3.3 Smoothness 





I (X—vi,..  
is regular. The tangent space to V at v 
fl 	~ E axi feU i=1 
coincides in dimension with V if and only if 1 is regular [8, Prop3.3.6] so a regular point 
is also described as non-singular or smooth. 
Smooth points give a useful test for reality: 
Proposition 6.3.5. (e.g. Lam [48, p797]) Let p be a prime ideal in R[X]. Then p is 
real if and only if VR(p)  contains a smooth point. 
6.3.4 Varieties with Involution 
Returning to representations of P,, the duality functor (_)* on (P,; C)-Proj induces 
an involution on M(P). To be more explicit, the involution (3.3) on P induces an 
involution 1(9) = 1 - on each component R(P,, a), and hence induces an involution 
on the coordinate ring C[X]. Here, X = denotes a set of m2 commuting 
indeterminates and the induced involution 
I(X) = 1_xii 	if j i 
1—X i ifj=z 
may be briefly written IM(X) = 7(1 - Xt) 
Let us combine the action of GL(a) on C[X] with the involution. 
Definition 6.3.6. Let GL(a) >i 	denote the semidirect product, where 	acts on 
GL(a) by the formula 1(g) = (g_l)t . 
Lemma 6.3.7. There is an action of GL(a) 	on C[X] which extends both the 
conjugation action of GL(a) and the involution. 
Proof. If  E C[X] and g E GL(a) then 
(g.I(f))(X) = I(f)(g'Xg) = 7(1 - ('X) t ) 
= (-1)17(1 - XI) = I((g') t .f)(X). 
The following lemma says that I induces an involution on M(P, L , a) = R(PJL , a)// GL(a): 
Lemma 6.3.8. The involution I acts on the invariant ring C[X]GL(a). 
Proof. If  E C[X] GL(a) and g E GL(a) then (g.I(f))(X) = I((_l)t.f)(X) = I(f)(X). 
The orbits of the action of I correspond to the maximal ideals in the invariant ring 
z 
(C[X]GL) 2Z= 
we are interested in the orbits which contain only one element, for they correspond to 
self-dual isomorphism classes. 
Let us now assume that there are simple representations of P of dimension vector a 
(see lemma 6.1.1). 
Proposition 6.3.9. The isomorphism classes of self-dual semisimple representations 
of P1, with dimension vector a correspond to the real maximal ideals of the invariant 
ring C[X]L(a)AZ-  and hence to the points in a real algebraic variety of dimension 
1+ 	2aa3 . 
1<i<j<12 
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Proposition 6.3.10. The subset MS(PJI,  a) of self-dual simple isomorphism classes is 
a smooth Zariski open subvariety of 7i(P,2 , a). 
The remainder of this chapter concerns the proof of propositions 6.3.9 and 6.3.10. 
Let A denote any finitely generated commutative C-algebra with an involution I 
which restricts to complex conjugation on C. Let A0 = AZ C A be the involution-
invariant 1l-algebra. 
Lemma 6.3.11. There is a natural isomorphism A C 	A 0 of rings with invo- 
lution. In particular, A is an integral extension of A0 and A0 is a finitely generated 
R-algebra. 
Proof. The natural map C —  OR  A0 - A; ii ® a E-* va has inverse 
AC®RA0; 	a .' 10((a+I(a)) - i®i(a—I(a)). 
LI 
Recall that an ideal m of A is said to lie over an ideal mo of A 0 if and only if 
m fl A0 = m. 
Lemma 6.3.12. Over each maximal ideal mo of A0 lies either one maximal ideal m 
A with m = 1(m) or precisely two distinct maximal ideals m and 1(m). 
Proof. There exists a maximal ideal m zi A with mflA0 = mo by the 'lying over' theorem 
for integral extensions. Although 1(m) may or may not be distinct from m, 1(m) 
certainly lies over mo.  It remains to show that if m' i A is maximal and m' fl A 0 = mo 
then m' coincides either with m or with 1(m). If we assume the contrary then by the 
Chinese remainder theorem there exists a E A such that 
a0 (mod m), a1 (mod m') and a1 (mod 1(m')). 
The condition a E m implies that aI(a) E m fl A 0 = m0 whereas the other conditions 
a 1(a) 1 (mod m') have the contradictory implication aI(a) V m'. 	 LI 
Lemma 6.3.13. There is precisely one maximal ideal m over mo if and only if m0 is 
real. 
Proof. By lemma 6.3.11 we may write A0 = u and A = CU for some finite set 
Y = {Y 1 ,.. ,Ym } of commuting indeterminates and some ideal p. Now m has the form 
(Y1 —vi,... ,Ym — vm ) for some vECm and m=I(m)if and only ifvERm. If  E Rrn 
then R[Y]/(m fl Ao) R is real. On the other hand, if some Vj 0 R then 
- (v + 7)Y2 + jV = (Y - v) (Y - ) m n A0 
so in Ao /(mflAo) we have (Y - (v+iY))2 = (vj —7j ) 2 <0. 	 LI 
Proof of Proposition 6.3.9. The correspondence between self-dual isomorphism classes 
of representations and real maximal ideals of C[XjC- L (a)x 4 follows from lemmas 6.3.12 
and 6.3.13 putting A = C[X]GL(k) .  We must show that 7i(P,, a) is a real algebraic 
variety and compute its dimension. 
Now A = C[X]GL() is an integral domain so the invariant ring A0 = C[X]d 1 ) 
is of the form R IYI where p is a prime ideal. We must check that p is real; by proposi-
tion 6.3.5 it suffices to prove that VR(p) contains a smooth point. 
Lemma 6.1.1 above assures us that there are self-dual representations among the 
simple dimension vector a representations, so C[X]GL(t)  contains a maximal ideal m 
which is both smooth and involution invariant. The proof of lemma 6.3.11 implies that 
m = C® ni0 where mo = mfl C[X]G))4  so 
/mo) 	
(\ 
dlmR ( - = dimc —i) = Krull-dim (C[X]C 1 )L(a)) 
M2  
= Krull-dim (c OR C[X]Z) Krull-dim (C[x]). 
Thus m0 is a smooth real point and so p is a real prime. 
The (real) dimension of M (F,2 , a) is equal to the (complex) dimension of M (P,2 , a) 
which, by remark 6.2.3 is 1 + 11i<j,2 2aa3 . 	 0 
Proof of Proposition 6.3.10. Note first that the involution I on M (P,2 , a) respects the 
Luna stratification into representation types. The inclusion of C [X] GL(a) in C [XJ GL(a) 
induces a quotient 
q : M(P,2 ,a) -p (Pi,,
z 
and the Zariski topology on M(P,2 , a) coincides with the subspace topology induced 
by the inclusion of M(P,2 , a) in M (P,2 , a) // j4. The image under q of the Zariski open 
set MS(PP,  a) is open in A4 (P,,, a)// and its intersection M(P,2 , a) = X4 (P, 2 , a) fl 
q (Ms(P,2 , a)) is therefore open in X1(P, 2 , a). Smoothness of 	5(P,2,  a) follows (as in 




Generalizing Pfister's Theorem 
This chapter initiates discussion of rationality questions proving that the varieties of 
signatures defined in the preceding chapters are a complete set of torsion-free invariants 
for boundary link cobordism. 
To briefly recap from earlier chapters, sections 1.5.2 and 3.4 identified the odd-
dimensional F-link cobordism group C2q_1(F,) with the Witt group W(P1 ; Z) where 
= (1)i— 1  and chapters 4 and 5 demonstrated an isomorphism W(R; C — ) 
ZMs(R;C) for any ring R with involution. We will see in lemma 11.0.6 that W(R; Z) 
injects into W(R; Q). In the present chapter we prove the following: 
Theorem 7.0.14. Every element v in the kernel of the natural map 
W(R; Q) - W(R; C) ZMs() 	 (7.1) 
satisfies 2v = 0 for some integer n. 
Using number theory one can prove that the kernel of (7.1) is in fact 8-torsion - see 
corollary 11.2.2 below. 
In fact we shall prove a generalization of theorem 7.0.14 substituting for Q an 
arbitrary field k (with trivial involution). This generalization is (Morita) equivalent to 
a result of Scharlau [91, §5] on Witt groups of semisimple algebras. Indeed, our proof 
follows Scharlau's closely employing his Frobenius reciprocity method. The special case 
R = Z is Pfister's theorem (see Scharlau [92, Thm2.7.3 p56]): 
Theorem 7.0.15 (Pfister). A symmetric form 0 over a field k represents a torsion 
element of the Witt group WI(k) if and only if the signature of 0 is zero with respect 
to every ordering of k. 
7.1 Artin-Schreier Theory 
It will be convenient to speak not of the orderings of a field, as in theorem 7.0.15, but of 
real closures. We explain briefly the equivalence between the two ideas. The reader is 
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referred to Bochnak, Coste and Roy [8, Chapter 1], Milnor and Husemoller [69, Chapter 
III §2] or Scharlau [92, p1131 for further details. 
Let us first recall a definition of ordering for a field: 
Definition 7.1.1. An ordering of a field k is a subset w C k which is closed under 
addition and multiplication and is such that k is the disjoint union: 
k = —wU{O}Uw 
where -) {—x I x E w}. 
Given an ordering w one can define a relation <, on k which satisfies all the usual 
axioms of an ordered set and moreover respects addition and multiplication. Let 
x<y ifandonlyif y—xEw. 
Inversely, given a relation < one may set w = {x E k I x> O}. 
If a field k admits an ordering, the non-zero squares are certainly positive with 
respect to the ordering so k is real. Conversely, in a real field the subset of elements 
which can be expressed as a sum of non-zero squares does not contain zero and can be 
extended, using Zorn's lemma, to an ordering w. Note that w is not in general unique. 
Definition 7.1.2. A real field k is said to be real closed if no proper algebraic exten-
sions of k are real. A real closure of a real field k is an algebraic extension which is real 
closed. 
A real closed field has much in common with the set IR of real numbers. In particular, 
if k is real closed then k(/T) is algebraically closed and k admits the unique ordering 
W = {x 2  I x  k}. 
A Zorn's lemma argument shows that every ordered field (k, w) has a real closure 
(whose unique ordering extends w). Conversely, 
Theorem 7.1.3 (Art in- Schreier). There is precisely one real closure of an ordered 
field up to k-algebra isomorphism. Thus there is a canonical bijective correspondence 
between the orderings w of k and the k-isomorphism classes of real closures k of k. 
We shall need one other basic fact about real fields: 
Lemma 7.1.4. If a field k is real but not real closed then either there exists an ex-
tension field of odd degree q > 1 or, for some ordering of k, there exists a positive 
non-square element a E k (or both). 
Proof. See [8, p9] or [92, p1131. 
	 n 
The main theorem of the chapter says that every element of infinite order in 
W(R; k) is non-zero in some WE(R;  ku): 
Theorem 7.1.5. Let k be a (commutative) field with trivial involution. 
If k is not real then 2ThW(R; k) = 0 for some n. 
Suppose k is real and {k} €c is the family of real closures of k. Then every element 
v in the kernel of the canonical map 
W(R; k) - 	WE (R; k) 
satisfies 2'v = 0 for some n. 
Suppose K = k(./T) is a field extension of degree 2 with involution fixing precisely 
k. Then every v e Ker(W(R; k) -* W 1 (R; K)) satisfies 2v = 0. 
In the particular case k = Q there is just one real closure, the set of real algebraic 
numbers Q, = JR fl 0 . Theorem 7.1.5 implies that the kernels of the natural maps 
W(R;Q) - W(R;Rfl) -* WE(R;) 
are 2-primary. Theorem 7.0.14 follows easily, because the natural map 
	
WE(R ; ) 	 ) ZMS(R) W(R;C) 
is an injection. 
Note that when R = Z and e = 1, the kernel of W 1 (Q) -* W 1 (C) already fails to 
be finitely generated - Further discussion of invariants which detect the torsion part of 
W(R; (Q) can be found in chapter 11. The remainder of this chapter is devoted to the 
proof of theorem 7.1.5. 
7.2 Frobenius reciprocity 
Notation 7.2.1. Let k denote any field with involution. For each involution-invariant 
element a = e k there is a one-dimensional (symmetric or) hermitian form 
q5: k -p k*;x 	(y F-* xai) 
which is denoted (a)k or simply (a). Any (finite-dimensional) hermitian form over k 
can be expressed as a direct sum of one-dimensional forms (diagonalized). One writes 
(al , 	,am ) := (al ) @ (a2 ) a... (am ). 
We use the same notation to denote the Witt class in W 1 (k) represented by a non-
singular hermitian form. 
Let K/k be an extension of commutative fields with involution. We have seen 
in section 3.3.2 that the inclusion of k in K induces a homomorphism of Witt rings 
W 1 (k) -* W'(K) and a group homomorphism W(R; k)—+ W(R; K). Each of these 
maps is denoted v '-f VK. 
Suppose s : K -* k is any k-linear map which respects the involutions. Then s 
induces group homomorphisms W(K) - W(k) and W 1 (R; K) -* W(R; k) via the 
equation s(M,) = (M, so) where (4)(ml)(m2) = s((ml)(m2)) for all M1,M2  E M. 
Lemma 7.2.2 (Frobenius Reciprocity, Scharlau [91]). Let u E W'(K) and v E 
W(R;k). Then 
s(u.vK) = su.v 
In particular, 
s(vK) = (s(1)K).v 
Proof. Straightforward. 
7.3 Proof of Theorem 7.1.5 
If k is not formally real then 2W 1 (k) = 0 for some positive integer n (e.g. see 
Milnor and Husemoller [69, p68  or p76]). Since W(R; k) is a W(k)-module we have 
2  W(R; k) = 0. 
Assume the contrary, that there exists v E W(R; k) such that 2 n  =4 0 for all n> 0 
and the image of v is zero in each group W(R; k u ). By Zorn's lemma there exists a 
maximal algebraic extension K/k such that 2Th VK 0 0 for all n > 0. Now K is real 
by a) but is not real closed so lemma 7.1.4 says that either there exists an extension 
K' = K()/K of odd degree d > 1 or for some ordering of K there is a positive 
non-square a e K. 
In the former case, define s : K' -p K by s(1) = 1 and s() = 0 for 1 <i < q - 1. 
1 	 i±i 	—1 Then s(1)K' = (l)K E W (K) because the elements 2 ... 	span a subla- 
grangian for s(1K') - see Scharlau [92, p49] for further details. Frobenius reciprocity 
gives the equation s(vK') = VK. It follows from the maximality of K that 2Th VK' = 0 
for some n so 2vK = .s(2vK') = 0 and we have reached a contradiction. 
The latter case is similar: Suppose a E K is non-square and positive in some ordering 
so —a is also non-square. Let K' = K(/a) and define s : K' -* K by s(1) = 1 and 
= 0. Then s(1)K' = (1,a)K so Frobenius reciprocity gives s(vK') = (l,a).vK. 
Hence 
2Th (1,a).vK=0 for some n. 	 (7.2) 
Now —a is another non-square in K so by the same argument 
2Th (1,—a).vK=0 for some n. 	 (7.3) 
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For suitably large ri we may sum equations (7.2) and (7.3) to find that 2Ti+vK = 0 E 
W 6 (R; K). Once again we have reached a contradiction. 
c) Let v E W(R; k) and suppose vK = 0. Define s K -* k by s(1) = 1 and 
s(/I) = 0. Frobenius reciprocity yields 




Having associated cobordism invariants cTM,b to simple self-dual representations of the 
ring P,2 we turn now to the theory of characters to distinguish such representations. 
A 'trace' invariant for boundary links was first introduced by Farber [26] under the 
assumption that the ground ring should be an algebraically closed field. Some of his 
work was later simplified by Retakh, Reutenauer and Vaintrob [84]. 
In the present chapter k is any field of characteristic zero. All representations will be 
implicitly assumed to be finite-dimensional. The characters of simple representations of 
an arbitrary associative ring R over k are shown to be linearly independent which implies 
that a semisimple representation is determined up to isomorphism by its character. 
Recalling from chapter 5 that F, 2-link signatures are associated to self-dual rep-
resentations, it is shown at the conclusion of the present chapter that a semisimple 
representation is self-dual if and only if the corresponding character x : R -* k respects 
the involutions of R and k (cf [26, §6]). 
The books by Serre [93] and Curtis and Reiner [19] on representation theory of finite 
groups are used for basic reference. We do not assume the invariant theory of Procesi 
and Le Bruyn which we employed in chapter 6. 
The linear independence of characters will be exploited again in the study of ratio-
nality questions in chapter 9 below. 
8.1 Artin algebras 
We must first recall the definition and basic theory of Artin algebras 
Definition 8.1.1. A k-algebra S is Artinian if every descending chain of left ideals 
11  12 D 	I 
terminates, i.e. eventually, 'n = 'n+1 = 'n+2 
For example, every finite-dimensional k-algebra is Artinian. Recall that a ring S is by 
definition simple if 0 and S are the only two-sided ideals. 
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Theorem 8.1.2. i) An Artin k-algebra S is simple if and only if it admits a faithful 
simple representation p: S 	Endk(M). 
ii) (Skolem-Noether) A simple Artin k-algebra admits a unique simple representation. 
ii) Every simple Artin algebra is isomorphic to a matrix ring M(D) over a division 
k-algebra D. 
8.2 Independence of Characters 
Definition 8.2.1. Suppose A is a commutative ring. The character XM  e Homz(R, A) 
of a representation (M, p) of R over A is 
XM R - A 
r '- Trace(p(r)). 
We concentrate here on the case A = k where k denotes a field of characteristic 
zero 
Definition 8.2.2. A representation M over k is called simple or irreducible if there are 
no subrepresentations other than 0 and M. One says M is semisimple if it is a direct 
sum of simple representations. 
Proposition 8.2.3. If (Mi,pi), (M2, P2), ..., (Mj,pj) are (pairwise) non-isomorphic 
simple representations then XM1, XM2, 	XM 1  are linearly independent over k. 
Corollary 8.2.4. Let k be a (commutative) field of characteristic zero. Two semisim-
ple representations (M, p) and (M', p') of R over k are isomorphic if and only if 
XM XM' 
We shall prove proposition 8.2.3 by studying the kernels of the maps Pi. 
Any homomorphism f E Hom(T, M) from an abelian group T to a module M over 
a ring A determines, and is determined by, the A-module map Af : A 0Z T -p M given 
by Af(a ® t) = af(t) for all a E A and t E T. There is a commutative diagram 
T 'ix 
A®T 
where i is the natural map t i-p 1 ® t. In particular, a representation p: R - Efldk(M) 
and its character XM : R -p k determine and are determined by k-linear maps kp 
k ®z R - Endk(M) and kXM  k &Z R - k respectively. 
Lemma 8.2.5. Let R be any ring. Two simple representations (M, p) and (M', p') 
over k are isomorphic if and only if Ker(kp) = Ker(kp'). 
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Proof. If 0 : (M, p) -* (M', p') is an isomorphism then kp(x) = 0'kp'(x)G for all 
x E k ®z  R so Ker(kp) = Ker(kp'). 
Conversely, suppose Ker(kp) = Ker(kp') = I. The quotient kOz R is finite-dimensional 
over k and hence is an Artinian ring with faithful irreducible representations (M, kp) 
and (M', kp'). By theorem 8.1.2 (M, kp) (M', kp'), so (M, p) (M', p'). Li 
Proof of proposition 8.2.3. Let 1i = Ker(p2 ) C k ®z  R for 1 < i < 1. By lemma 8.2.5 
and theorem 8.1.2 i), Ii,...  , 11 are distinct maximal two-sided ideals of k ®z  R. In 
particular, Ij +I3 =R for ij so, fixing  e{1,••• ,l}, 
R= }J(I+I3 )cI+ flIp 
jljoi 	 jljoi 
and there is an equation 1 = x + x 2 with x E I and x2 E 	 C fl2j j I. 
Thus xi acts as the identity on M and as zero on the other M (cf [19, ex9 p170]) so 
(kxM)(xj ) = dimk M and (kxM)(x) = 0 when j =A i. 
If there is a linear relation E1=1 aXM = 0 with each a3 E k then, evaluating at x, 
we have 
soa=0 for each iE{1,..,l}. 	 LI 
8.2.1 Self-Dual Characters 
Let R be a ring with involution and let k be a field with involution. 
Lemma 8.2.6. A semisimple representation M of R over k is self dual (M, p) 
(M* , p*) if and only if the character XM  respects the involution, i.e. xM(r) = XM(r) 
for all r E R. 
Proof. Fix a basis for M, so each endomorphism p(r) can be written as square matrix 
p(r)jj . With respect to the dual basis for M*, p*(f) is a matrix with ij-entry p(r)jj. 
Thus xM*(r) = Trace(p*()) = Trace(p(r)) = xM(r) and corollary 8.2.4 implies that 
M M* if and only if xM(r) = xM(r) for all r E R. Li 
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Chapter 9 
Detecting Rationality and 
Integrality 
As discussed in chapter 2, and in more detail in chapter 5, the composite 
W , (PJ'A - W(P,1 ,C) 
associates to a Seifert form one signature invariant °M,b  for each self-dual simple com-
plex representation M of the quiver P. 
These are a complete set of signatures, but some are surplus to requirements. One 
source of redundancy derives from the fact that each signature is equal to its complex 
conjugate 0M,b = °M, A second source is that a necessary condition for a signature 
uM,b to be non-zero is that M should be algebraically integral, i.e. M should be a 
summand of some representation induced up from an integral representation. 
The present chapter shows how the character can be used to identify the alge-
braically integral representations among a variety of complex representations. The 
chapter is arranged in two sections dubbed rationality and integrality. In the rational-
ity section we study an arbitrary field extension k0 C k in characteristic zero showing 
that a semisimple representation M of an arbitrary associative ring R over k is a sum-
mand of a representation induced up from k0 if and only if the character XM  takes 
values in a finite extension field of k0 . 
Turning to questions of integrality, we prove that a representation M over C is a 
summand of an integral representation if and only if XM  takes values in the ring of 
algebraic integers of some finite extension of Q. In particular, when R is a path ring of 
a quiver, one need only check that the traces of oriented cycles lie in such an algebraic 
number ring. 
9.1 Rationality 
In this section k0 C k denotes a (possibly infinite) extension of characteristic zero fields. 
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9.1.1 Induction 
If Mo is a representation of R over k0 then, as in the third paragraph of section 3.1 
above, k ®k0 M is a representation of R over k. A representation over k which is 
isomorphic to k ®ko M0 for some M0 is called a k0 -induced representation, or simply an 
induced representation when the identity of k0 is clear. 
Lemma 9.1.1 (Induction Lemma). Suppose (Mo, p0)  and (Mt, p's ) are representa-
tions of R over k0. 
M0 is semisimple if and only if k ®k0  M0 is sernisimple. 
If M0 and M are semisimple then 
M0 M == k(9k0  MID k(9k 0 M. 
If M0 and M are non-isomorphic simple representations, no summand of k ®k0  M0 
is isomorphic to a summand of k ®k0  M. 
Proof. i) See for example Curtis and Reiner [19, 3.56(iii), 7.5] or Bourbaki [9, Theorem 
2 p8'7]. 
Follows from proposition 8.2.4 since Xk19k 0 M0 = XM0 E Homz(R, ko). 
As in the proof of proposition 8.2.4 there exists an element x E k0 ®z  R such that x 
acts as the identity on M0 and as zero on M. Now x also acts as the identity on 
k ®ko  M0 and as zero on k ®k 0  M01 - 	 L 
In the following lemma, we assume that R, k0 and k are endowed with involutions. 
Lemma 9.1.2. Suppose M0 is simple and M is a simple summand of k ®k0  M0. If M 
is self-dual then M0 is also self-dual. 
Proof. Observing that M*  is a summand of k ®k0 M, if M M*  then, lemma 9.1.1 
iii) implies that M0 M. 	 El 
The converse to lemma 9.1.2 is not true in general; a self-dual simple representation M0 
over k0 decomposes over k into summands among which there may be dual pairs M 
M*. 
9.1.2 Restriction 
If k is a finite dimensional extension field of k0 and (M, p) is a representation of R 
over k then M can be regarded as a representation over k0 : 
Definition 9.1.3. The restriction Res 0 (M, p) of M to k0 is (Res 0 M, F o p) where 
Res 0 M is M regarded as a vector space over Ic0 and F : Endk M -p Endk0 M is the 
forgetful map. 
Lemma 9.1.4 (Restriction Lemma). Suppose k is a finite dimensional extension 
of k 0 and M is a representation of R over k. Then M is semisimple if and only if the 
restriction Res 0 M is semisimple. 
Proof. Suppose first that M is simple and let No be any simple submodule of Res 0 M. 
If aj ,••. ,am is a basis for k over k0 then for each i, a2 N0 is a simple representation 
of R over k 0 and allo = Res 0 M. Hence Res 0 M is semisimple. It follows 
immediately that if M is semisimple then Res 0 M is semisimple. 
Conversely, suppose Res 0 M is semisimple. There is a natural surjection k ®k 0 
Res 0 M -h M and by lemma 9.1.1 i) above k ®ko  Res 0 M is semisimple. Li 
9.1.3 Criteria for Rationality 
Proposition 9.1.5. Suppose k 0 C k and (M,p) is a semisimple representation of R 
over k. The following are equivalent: 
There exists a positive integer d and a semisimple representation M0 = (MO, p0) 
such that M 	k ®k 0 M0. 
det(x - p(r)) E ko [x] for all r E R. 
The character XM  is k0 -valued, i.e. Trace(p(r)) E k0 for all r E R. 
Remark 9.1.6. Case a) of the proof below, together with lemma 9.1.1 iii), demon-
strates that if M is a simple representation over k and XM  is k0-valued then M0 can 
also be chosen, in a unique way, to be a simple representation. The positive integer 
d = d(M, k/k o ) is then the 'relative Schur index'. 
Proof of Proposition 9.1.5. 2 . 3: Let f = det(1 - xp(r)) e k[x] be the 'reverse 
characteristic polynomial' of p(r) which has the property f e k 0 [x] if and only if det(x - 
p(r)) e ko [x}. The exponential trace formula 
	
(
_logf =) - fL1 	Trace (p(rn)) xn_ 1 dx 	 dx 
t1 
' in the ring k[[x]] of formal power series implies that f has coefficients in k 0 if and only 
if Trace(p(r)) E k0 for all i > 1. 
1 = 3: XM =XMed = Xk®k 0 Mo = XM0 SO  XM is k0-valued. 
The rest of the proof deduces statement 1 from statements 2 and 3. We proceed in stages 
assuming that a) M is simple and b) M is semisimple. In case b) we first consider finite 
extensions k/k o before addressing arbitrary field extensions (in characteristic zero). 
a) Suppose that XM  is k0-valued and M is simple. Let R act on Endk M by left 
multiplication r.c = p(r)a so that, as representations, Endk M 	where m = 
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dimk M. Similarly, kp(R) and k op(R) can be regarded as representations of R over k 
and k0 respectively. 
If we can prove that the natural surjection 
k ®ko  kop(R) - kp(R) C Endk M 	 (9.1) 
is an isomorphism, i.e. that dimk 0 kop(R) = dimk kp(R), then any simple subrepresen-
tation Mo of kop(R) has the property k ®k0  M0 
Mod  for some d. 
To show that (9.1) is an isomorphism, let S C R be a finite subset with the property 
that p(S) is a basis for kp(R) over k. Note that M is a faithful simple representation 
of kp(R) so kp(R) is a simple k-algebra by theorem 8.1.2 i). It follows that 
kp(R) 	kS 
c i-* (s i-p Trace(p(s)c)) 
is injective, for if Trace(p(s)a) = 0 for all s E S then Trace(kp(R)a) = 0 which implies 
that Trace(kp(R)akp(R)) = 0 and hence that c = 0. Since dim(kp(R)) = dim(k), 
is an isomorphism of k-vector spaces and the restriction : kop(R) -f k' is an 
isomorphism of k 0-vector spaces. It follows that dimk 0 kop(R) = SI = dimk kp(R) 
so (9.1) is an isomorphism as required. 
b) Suppose k is finite dimensional over 1cc. Let MO = Res 0 M (cf Serre [93, lemma 12 
p92]). Now 
Xk®k 0 Mo = XM0 = Trk/k0(XM) = [k: ko]XM 
since XM  is k 0-valued. By proposition 8.2.4 k ®k0  M0 M[o]. 
If k/k o is an arbitrary extension, the following lemma reduces the problem to the 
finite case: 
Lemma 9.1.7. Let k/ko be an arbitrary field extension (in characteristic zero). Sup-
pose xi, X2, xi are characters of simple representations over k, and E1=1 tj X j is 
k0 -valued with each tj E Z. Then there exists a finite extension k 1 1ko such that Xi  is 
k 1 -valued for 1 <i <1. 
Suppose M is a semisimple representation over k and XM  is k0-valued. Let us 
deduce from lemma 9.1.7 that M k ®k0  M0. Writing M as a direct sum of simple 
representations 
	
M = (M(l))etl 	. . . 	(M.(l))Eti 
we obtain an equation XM = i1=1 tiXM(i). By lemma 9.1.7, all the simple characters 
XM() take values in some finite extension k 1 of k0 and by case a) above, there exists 
a positive integer 	and a representation 	over k 1 such that (M() 
)t) 	
k ®k 1 
E:Is] 
Writing d1 = lcm(d('),... , d(1 )) we have M1 	k Oki M1 for some semisimple 
representation M1 over k1. As in b) above M®10] ki ®k 0  M0 where M0 = Rest M1 
so Md1[k1:Ico} 	k ®k0 M0 . 
Proof of Lemma 9.1.7. The proof is divided into three stages, which apply to increas-
ingly general classes of extensions k/k o . We consider i) Galois extensions; ii) Algebraic 
extensions; iii) Arbitrary extensions. 
The Galois group C = Gal(k/ko) acts on Homz(R; k) by the equation X 9 (r) = gx(r) 
where g E C, x E Homz(R, k) and r E R. 
If X * = ti Xi + 	+ tXj is k0-valued then 
	
tiXi + ... +t1X1 = X = 	= tX + --- tixgi  
so, by the linear independence of characters (proposition 8.2.3), G permutes the set 
{Xi," 
The kernel of this action is a normal subgroup H < C of finite index. Let k1 = 
be the intermediate field k0 C ki C k of elements fixed by H. Each character Xi  is fixed 
by H and is therefore k 1 -valued so it remains to note that [k 1 : ko] < [C: H] <00 by the 
following standard Galois theory argument: If a E k 1 then the orbit G.a C k j is finite 
with cardinality at most [G: H], so a is a root of a polynomial fJAEGa(X - A) E ko[x] 
of degree at most [C : H]. It follows by the primitive element theorem 1.0.5 that k 1 is 
a finite extension of k0 with [k1 : ko] < [C : H]. (In fact [k 1 : ko] = [C : 71] where H is 
the closure of H in the Krull topology - see for example [85, Theorem 2.11.3]). 
Given an algebraic extension k/k o , let K/k o be a Galois extension such that K D k 
(e.g. let K be the algebraic closure ). By case i) there exists a finite field extension K 1 
of k0 such that k0 C K 1 C K and each Xi  is K 1 -valued. Since Xi  is certainly k-valued 
we may set k 1 = k fl K1 . 
Arguing as in ii) we can assume that k is algebraically closed and therefore contains 
the algebraic closure k o of k0 . Let (M(i), p(i)) be a simple representation over k with 
character Xi  and let M = (M(l)) 11 . . .(M(t))tl. Suppose XM  is k0-valued. For each 
r e R the characteristic polynomial of the endomorphism (') (r)t 	. . . p( l) (r)t1 is 
in k0 [x] so the eigenvalues are in . It follows that the eigenvalues of each p(i) (r) are 
in k0 SO Xi is k0-valued for all i and we have reduced the problem to case i). 	Li 
This completes the proof of proposition 9.1.5. 	 I. 
Remark 9.1.8. For the purposes of our application to boundary links one could add 
the hypothesis that R is finitely generated, which simplifies the proof of lemma 9.1.7 as 
follows: If k/k o is an algebraic extension and X  is the character of a representation M 
over k then, fixing a basis for M, a finite generating set for R acts via (finitely many) 
F:" 
square matrices, the entries in which generate a finite extension field k 1 of k0. Plainly 
X is k 1 -valued. 
Corollary 9.1.9. Under the hypotheses of proposition 9.1.5, the following are equiva-
lent: 
There exists a sernisirnple representation (Mo, P0)  over k 0 such that M is a sum-
mand of k ®k0  M0. 
There exists a finite extension ki/ko, a positive integer d and a semisimple rep-
resentation (Mi ,pi) over k 1 such that Md k ®k1  M1. 
There exists a finite extension k 1 /k o such that det(x - p(r)) E k i [x] for all r E R. 
There exists a finite extension k 1 /ko such that the character XM  is k 1 -valued. 
Proof. Statements 2, 3 and 4 are equivalent by proposition 9.1.5. 
1 = 3: Suppose M G M' k ®k0  M0. Let Xi, 	xi denote the characters of the 
distinct isomorphism classes of simple summands of M ED M'. By lemma 9.1.7 above 
there is a finite extension k 1 of k0 such that all the characters Xi  are k 1 -valued. Hence 
XM is k 1 -valued. 
2 = 1: It suffices to show that there exists a semisimple representation M0 over k0 
such that M1 is a summand of k1 ®k0  M0. Set M0 = Rest M1. By lemma 9.1.4 M0 is 
semisimple and there is a natural surjection k 1 ®k0  M0 -` M1. 	 E 
Definition 9.1.10. A semisimple complex representation M of R is algebraic if M is 
a summand of a (Q-induced representation. 
Corollary 9.1.11. A semisirnple complex representation M is algebraic if and only if 
XM takes values in an algebraic number field. 
Proof. This is a special case of corollary 9.1.9. 
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Definition 9.1.12. Two algebraic representations M and M' are conjugate if both M 
and M' are summands of the same Q-induced representation. 
Corollary 9.1.13. i) Two simple algebraic representations M and M' are conjugate 
if and only if XM  and XM'  lie in the same Gal (/Q)-orbit. 
ii) If R is the path ring of a quiver Q, then conjugate simple algebraic representations 
have the same dimension vector. 
Proof. i) Let C = Gal(Q/(Q). If 0 denotes the C-orbit of XM  then 	EQ X is C- 
invariant and therefore Q-valued. Note that 0 is finite by corollary 9.1.9. By proposi- 
tion 9.1.5, there is a positive integer d such that d Exco  x is the character of a rational 
representation M0. Every rational subrepresentation has a C-invariant character which, 
by proposition 8.2.3, must be d' >XE0 x for some integer d' < d. If we choose d to be 
minimal then M0 is simple Lemma 9.1.1 iii) implies that M' is conjugate to M if and 
only if XM' E 0. 
ii) Recall that e denotes the idempotent in ZQ corresponding to the trivial path at 
x E Qo. After i) it suffices to observe that for any semisimple complex representation M 
of Q and any vertex x e Qo 
dimc(M) = X(ex) E Z >0  
and is invariant under Gal(/Q). 	 . 
9.2 Integrality 
In place of a field extension, we consider in this section the inclusion of Z in Q. The 
general theory of integral representations is well-known to be far more subtle. In par-
ticular, (R; Z)-Proj is not an abelian category. Nevertheless, one can give criteria for a 
rational representation to be induced from some integral representation: 
Proposition 9.2.1. Suppose (M, p) is a semisirnple representation of R over Q. The 
following are equivalent: 
There exists a representation (Mo, P0)  of R over Z such that M Q 0z M0 . 
det(x - p(r)) E Z[x] for all r E R. 
The character XM  is Z-valued. 
Caveat 9.2.2. In contrast to remark 9.1.6, even if one assumes that M is simple, M0 
is not in general unique. 
Proof of proposition 9.2.1. 1 = 2: Immediate. 
2 = 3: Trace(p(r)) is a coefficient of det(x - p(r)). 
3 = 2: We assume XM  is Z-valued and aim to prove that f = det(1—xp(r)) is Z-valued. 
Once again we use the exponential trace formula 
df 
 = 	ace(p(r)x') e Z[[x]]. 
dx 
If f = 1 + a1 x + a2 x 2 +... + 	let b denote the smallest positive integer such that 
ba e Z for all i, i.e. b is the least common multiple of the denominators of the a1 . We 
aim to prove that b = 1. Now f = 1 + g/b where g = ba1 x + .. + ban x  A[x] and 
hcf(b,g) = 1 so 
If b has a prime factor p then plainly 1-1L 	Z[[x]]. Thus b = 1 and f 	Z[x] as 
required. 
2,3 	1: Suppose first that M is a simple representation so that Qp(R) is a simple 
algebra. Choose a minimal finite subset S C R such that p(S) is a Q-basis for Qp(R). 
The vector space isomorphism 
Qp(R) QS 
c i- (s - Trace(cp(s))) 
restricts to an injection p(R) - Zs, so p(R) is finitely generated as a Z-module. If 
v 1 , vn is a (Q-basis for M then we may set M0 = En= 1 p(R)v, and the natural map 
Q ®z MO -p QM0 = M is an isomorphism. 
To extend the result to the semisimple case note that a direct sum (M, p) (M', p') 
satisfies condition 2 if and only if (M, p) and (M', p') both satisfy condition 2; for 
det (x - (p(r) G p'(r))) = det (x - p(r)) det (x - p'(r)) 
is in Z[x] if and only if det(x - p(r)) E Z[x] and det(x - p'(r)) E Z[x]. 	 LI 
Definition 9.2.3. A complex representation M of R is algebraically integral if M is a 
direct summand of a Z-induced representation. 
Let 0 denote the ring of algebraic integers. If K is an algebraic number field, then 
OK = 0 fl K denotes the ring of algebraic integers in K. 
Corollary 9.2.4. Suppose M = (M, p) is a semisimple representation of R over C. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
M is algebraically integral. 
There exists an algebraic number field K such that det(x - p(r)) E OK [XI for all 
rER. 
There exists an algebraic number field K such that XM  is OK-valued. 
Proof. 1 = 2: The eigenvalues of each endomorphism p(r) are algebraic integers so each 
characteristic polynomial det(x - p(r)) has coefficients in 0. Since M is a summand of 
C (&Q Q (Dz MO , corollary 9.1.9 implies that there is a finite extension K of Q such that 
each polynomial det(x - p(r)) has coefficients in OK- 
2 	3: Trivial. 
3 = 1: Let E be the set of embeddings K 	C. If XM  is  OK-valued  then M is 
a summand of a complex representation M' with the Z-valued character 
By proposition 9.1.5 M is a summand of a Q-induced representation (MI)EEd  By 
proposition 9.2.1, (M') is Z-induced. 	 0 
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Corollary 9.2.5. Let M = (M, p) be a semisimple representation of a quiver Q. The 
following are equivalent: 
M is algebraically integral. 
There is an algebraic number field K such that the characteristic polynomial of 
every oriented cycle in the quiver has coefficients in OK,  i.e. det(x - p(r)) E 
(9K (XI  . 
There is an algebraic number field K such that Trace(p(r)) lies in 0K  for every 
oriented cycle r E Q. 
Proof. It follows immediately from corollary 9.2.4 that 1 = 2 and 2 =* 3. 
To show that 3 = 1, observe that if r e Q is a non-trivial path but not a cycle 
then Trace(p(r)) = 0. Thus condition 3. of corollary 9.2.5 implies condition 3. of 




Representation Varieties: Two 
Examples 
In this chapter we describe the varieties of isomorphism classes of semisimple represen-
tations of P2 for dimension vectors a = (1, 1) and a = (1, 2). In each case we compute 
the open subvariety of simple representations, the real variety of self-dual represen-
tations and the subset of algebraically integral representations. I am grateful to Raf 
Bocklandt for a helpful discussion of the case a = (1, 2). 
By theorem 6.2.1 the coordinate ring C[X]d1)  for the variety of semisimple iso-
morphism classes with dimension vector a is generated by a finite number of traces 
of oriented cycles in the quiver P,1 . Moreover the relations between these generators 
can all be deduced from 'Cayley-Hamilton relations' (for further explanation see Pro-
cesi [781). While explicit sets of generators and relations can in principle be computed 
for any dimension vector a a general formula is not available at the time of writing. 
A particular representation (M, p) of P2 can be displayed as follows: 
a (_all a12 
	all C. .a22 	 (10.1) \. 	a22 ) 	 a12  
If eij denotes the arrow from vertex j to vertex i in the quiver P,1 then aij is by definition 
p(ejj ) : 7r3 M —+ 7rM. 
10.1 Dimension (1, 1) 
Proposition 10.1.1. The isomorphism classes of algebraically integral self-dual simple 
representations of P2 with dimension vector (1, 1) correspond to triples of algebraic 
integers 
(1 	1 
(+rii, 	+r2i, r3 
with r 1 ,r2 ,r3 ER and r3 0. 
10.1.1 Semisimple and Simple Representations 
If a = (1, 1) then each a23 is a complex number and the representation space 
R(P2 ,(1,1)) = 	Hom(C,C) 
1<i,j2 
is 4-dimensional affine space. The coordinate ring is denoted 
C[X] = C[X 11 ,X 12 ,X 21 ,X22] 
and the ring of invariant polynomials for the conjugation action of GL (1, 1) C • x C 
is generated by three algebraically independent (traces of) oriented cycles: 
C[X]GJ) = C[xi ,x2 ,x3 ] 
with x 1 = X11, X2 = X22 and X3 = X1 2X21. The variety of semisimple dimension 
vector (1, 1) isomorphism classes of representations is therefore 3-dimensional affine 
space. A representation 10.1 is simple if and only if the complex number a12a21 is 
non-zero, so the open subvariety of simple representations is defined by x 3 0. 
10.1.2 Self-Dual Representations 
A representation is self-dual if and only if its character x : P2 -* C respects the 
involutions (lemma 8.2.6), i.e. 
a11 = 1 — fi, a22=1— 	and a1 a 1 = a12 a21 . 
Thus the isomorphism classes of self-dual semisimple representations correspond to the 
points in a 3-dimensional real affine space 
7T(P2, (1,1)) = L x L x R 	 (10.2) 
where L={.+bibER}_TR. 
Let us rewrite this computation from a dual point of view. The duality functor on 
(P2 ;C)-Proj induces an involution on C[x i ,x2 ,x3 ] given by 
x 1 E-1—x 1 ; 	x2-1—x2; 	x3 E—*x3 
(see section 6.3.4). The elements i(x1 - ), i(x2 - ) and x3 are plainly involution 
invariant and the natural map 
C®lR[i(xi_) , 	 , x3] —*C[x i ,x2 ,x3 ] 
is an isomorphism so the involution-invariant subring is 
1 )C[X]G1 ( 11 ) 	= II [ (x i - 
	
, i (x2 - 
	
, X3] 
Thus real points correspond to maximal ideals 
( (Xi - 	
- ri , i (x 
- 	
- r2 X3 - r3) 
with r1 ,r2 ,r3 e I. The maximal ideals of C[xi,x2,x31  lying over these reals ideals 
correspond precisely to the elements of L x L x JR which confirms (10.2) above. 
10.1.3 Algebraically Integral Representations 
Recall from chapter 9 that a complex representation is said to be algebraically integral 
if it is a summand of a representation which is induced from an integral representation. 
By corollary 9.2.5, a semisimple complex representation of a quiver is algebraically 
integral if and only if all the traces of oriented cycles evaluate to algebraic integers. 
When a = (1, 1) the trace of an oriented cycle is just some product of the generators 
X1, x2 and x3 , so the algebraically integral representations correspond to triples of 
algebraic integers in L x L x R. This completes the proof of proposition 10.1.1. 
10.2 Dimension (2, 1) 
This section is devoted to the proof of the following proposition: 
Proposition 10.2.1. The isomorphism classes of algebraically integral self-dual simple 
representations of P2 with dimension vector (2, 1) correspond to quintuples of algebraic 
integers 
(1 + 2r1i , r + r1i , 2r3 , r3 + r4i, 	+ r5i) 	 (10.3) 
such that r1 , - , r5 e JR and r - 2r1 r4r3 + r 	4r2r. 
10.2.1 Semisimple Representations 
The representation space R(P2 , (2, 1)) is 9-dimensional and has coordinate ring C[X] 
where X = {X}1<, 3 <3. Let Y 3 denote the matrix of indeterminates corresponding to 
the linear map a 3 so 
Y11 Y12 	
/ xli x12 I x13 
Y21 1Y22 
x21
) x31 X 32 X3 
Proposition 10.2.2. The invariant ring C[X] °'(2") is generated by the following five 
polynomials: 
z 1 = Trace(Yii) = X 11 + X22 
Z2 = Det(Yii) = X11X22 - X12X21 






ace(YiiYi2Y2i) = ( x31 X32) ( 	x22 	) 
= Trace(Y22) = Y22 = 
Moreover these polynomials are algebraically independent which implies that M (P2 , (2, 1)) 
is five-dimensional affine space. 
Proof. It is easy to see that each zi is GL (a) -invariant, i.e. 
C[zi,... ,z5 ] C C[X](a) 
To prove that z 1 , 	z5 generate C[XI GL ((4 as a C-algebra it suffices to show that the 
trace of every oriented cycle lies in C[zi,... , z5 ]. In fact we prove slightly more: 
Lemma 10.2.3. The trace of every oriented cycle lies in Z[z i ,... , z]. 
Proof. Let Z be a non-trivial oriented cycle. Y22 commutes with other oriented cycles 
at vertex 2 so we may assume that there are no occurrences of Y22 in Z and aim to show 
that Trace(Z) E Z[zi,.. , z41. Furthermore, we may assume that the cycle Z begins 
and ends at vertex 1, if necessary by applying some equation of the form 
Trace(Y21Z'Y12) = Trace(Z'Y12Y21). 
Let c1 = Y11 and c2 = Y12 Y2 1 denote the two basic cycles at vertex 1. An arbitrary 
cycle Z is a word in the alphabet {ci, c2}. Noting that det(c2) = 0, the cycle Z may 
be expressed in terms of shorter cycles by means of the following Cayley-Hamilton 
identities: 
c = Trace(ci)ci - Det(ci) = z 1 c1 - Z2 	 (10.4) 
= Trace(c2)c2 = z3 c 	 (10.5) 
cic2cic2 = Trace(cic2)cic2 = z4 c1 c. 	 (10.6) 
Indeed, every sufficiently long word in ci and c2 contains one of the three subwords c, 
or cic2cic2; the only words which do not contain one of these three are the following: 
C1, c2, c1c2, c2c1, c1c2c1, c2c1c2. (10.7) 
So Trace(Z) is a linear combination (with coefficients in Z[z i ,... , z4 ]) of the traces of 
these cycles 10.7 . But Trace(cic2c1) = Trace(cc2) and Trace(c2cic2) = Trace(cci) so 
they can be simplified further and Trace(c2ci) = Trace(cic2) = z4 so in fact Trace(Z) 
lies in Z[z i ,... , z4} as claimed. 0 
KC 
To prove the last sentence of proposition 10.2.2, it suffices to note that by re-
mark 6.2.3 the dimension of the variety M(P2 , (2,1)) of isomorphism classes of semisim-
pie representations is 5. El 
10.2.2 Simple Representations 
Proposition 10.2.4. The isomorphism classes of semisimple representations which 
are not simple correspond to the points on the subvariety defined by 
Z1Z3Z4 - z = z2z. 	 (10.8) 
Proof. If M is a semisimple representation of dimension (2, 1) but is not simple then 
there must be a (simple) summand of dimension (1,0); for if M decomposes as a 
direct sum of representations of dimension (0, 1) and (2, 0) respectively then the latter 
representation must decompose further. We may therefore express M as a direct sum 
of two representations whose dimensions are (1, 1) and (1, 0). 
Our aim is to show that the image of the direct sum morphism 
A4 (P2, (1, 1)) x .M(P2 ,(1,0)) -+ A4 (P2, (2, 1)). 	 (10.9) 
is the variety given by equation (10.8). 
It follows from the definitions of the zi in proposition 10.2.2 that the morphism 10.9 
is dual to the map of coordinate rings 
0 : C[zi ,... , z5 1 -f C[xi , X2, X3, y] 
1-4 X1 + y 
Z2 1- XlY 
Z3 i 
Z4 1-4 X1X3 
Z5 1- X2 
where C[xi , x2 , x3 1 is the coordinate ring of M(P2, (1, 1)) as in section 10.1.1 and C[y] 
denotes the coordinate ring of M(P2, (1,0)). We must show that the kernel of 0 is the 
ideal generated by p = Z1Z3Z4 - z - 
It is straightforward to check that p is contained in Ker(0). To prove the converse 
note that the restriction of to M 8 (P2, (1, 1)) x .M(P2, (0, 1)) is injective and so the 
image of e is four-dimensional and Ker(0) is a prime of height one. Therefore we need 
only check that p is irreducible. Indeed, p is linear in z 1 and the coefficient Z3Z4 is 
coprime to —z - Z2Z 32 . This completes the proof of proposition 10.2.4. Li 
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10.2.3 Self-Dual Representations 




on C[X]. It follows from the definition of zi, 	, Z5 (in proposition 10.2.2) that the re- 
striction of this involution to the GL(2, 1) invariant ring C [X] (2 ' 1) = C [z,••. , z51 
is given by: 
zi '-p 2— z1 
Z2 I" Z2 - zi + 1 
Z3 F Z3 
I-* -Z4 + Z3 
i-+ 1 - Z5. 
The elements i(zl - 1), 2Z2 - z, Z3, i(z3 - 2z4) and i (z5 - 1 ) are fixed by the 
involution and the natural map 
C®R[i(z1_1) , 2z—zi , Z3 , i(z3-2z4) , (5_)] 	.' C[zi ,... , z51 
is an isomorphism so by lemma 6.3.11 
	




Thus there is one real maximal ideal and therefore one self-dual semisimple isomorphism 
class of representations for each quintuple 
(1+2rii r2+r1i, 2r3, r3+r4i, 	+r5i) 	 (10.10) 
with r 1 , 	, rEIl. 
10.2.4 Self-Dual Simple Representations 
In section 10.2.2 above we showed that the non-simple dimension (2, 1) isomorphism 
classes of representations lie on the hypersurface defined by equation (10.8). We must 
compute the intersection of this hypersurface with the real variety of self-dual repre-
sentations. Substituting the quintuple 10.10 for (zi,... , z5) in (10.8) and simplifying 
we obtain 
- 2r1r4r3 + r = 4r2ij 	 (10.11) 
Self-dual simple representations correspond to quintuples (10.10) which do not satisfy 
equation (10.11) 
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10.2.5 Algebraically Integral Representations 
Lemma 10.2.5. A semisimple dimension (2, 1) complex representation M is alge-
braically integral if and only if the invariants z1 , ••, z5 take algebraic integer values 
at M. 
Proof. Apply lemmas 9.2.5 and 10.2.3. 
This completes the proof of proposition 10.2.1. 
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Chapter 11 
Number Theory Invariants 
In this chapter we use the theory of symmetric and hermitian forms over division 
algebras to obtain invariants which distinguish the finite order elements in W(P,; Q) 
and hence, by the following lemma, in W(P; Z). 
Lemma 11.0.6. Given any ring R with involution, the natural map W(R; Z) - 
W(R; Q) is injective. 
Proof. Suppose (M, p, 0) e H(R; Z) is a non-singular e-hermitian form which repre-
sents the zero class in W(R; Q). By lemma 5.0.14 Q ®z (M, p, ) is metabolic with 
metabolizer L c Q ® M say. It follows that L fl M metabolizes (M, p, q'). 
We discuss a slightly more precise version of lemma 11.0.6 in section 11.3 below. 
Devissage and hermitian Morita equivalence allow us to decompose W(P,1 ; Q) as 
in corollary 5.0.8: 
WE(P; Q) 	W' (End (p ;Q) M) 
with one summand for each isomorphism class of c-self-dual simple representations M 
of P1 over Q. Each endomorphism ring End(M) is a finite Q-dimensional division 
algebra with involution. Sections 11.1 and 11.2 of the present chapter are therefore a 
summary of results in the Witt theory of. such division algebras; fortunately, complete 
Witt invariants are available. We do not provide proofs in these sections but the relevant 
theory can be found in the books of Albert [1], Lam [47] and Scharlau [92, Chapters 
6,8,10] and in papers of Lewis [61, 62, 631. Closely related L-theory computations have 
also been performed by I.Hambleton and I.Madsen [35]. 
There are five distinct classes of algebras with involution to be considered; in four of 
these a local-global principle applies. In chapter 12 below we prove that every finite Q-
dimensional division algebra with involution is the endomorphism ring of some simple 
(integral) representation of P over Q (when ,u > 2), so all the five classes are germane. 
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Returning to representations, we could have defined the torsion-free invariants us-
ing W(P,2 ; IR) in place of W(P,L ; C- ), completing Q at its unique real prime (cf theo-
rems 7.0.14 and 7.1.5). It is natural to ask whether a complete set of torsion invariants 
can be defined by completing Q at finite primes. Since not all the division rings satisfy 
a local-global principle it follows from Morita equivalence that the 'Hasse-Minkowski' 
map 
W(P,;Q) -* flW(P, 2 ;(Qp) 
is not injective - in fact the kernel is isomorphic to ( 1-)(1
)00
. Nonetheless, the vast 
majority of invariants of Wc(P4t ; Q) can be defined locally. 
11.1 Division Algebras over Q 
The basic structure theorem (Albert [1, p149]) is that every finite-dimensional division 
algebra (indeed every central simple algebra) over an algebraic number field is a cyclic 
algebra. A cyclic algebra E over a field K may be defined by the following construction 
(see [92, p316-320] for example): 
Let L/K be a finite Galois extension, say of degree m, with cyclic Galois group 
Gal(L/K). Let a be a generator of Gal(L/K) and let ao E K be any non-zero 
element. The cyclic algebra E = E(L/K, a, ao ) is the rn-dimensional L-vector space 
E := L.1L. e EBL. e2 .L. em_l 
with multiplication defined by: e.e3 := ei+j, em := a0 E L.1 and ea = a(a)e for all 
a E L. The center of E is K and the dimension of E over K is m 2 . 
Let us now describe an important class of cyclic algebras, namely the quaternion 
algebras. Suppose a and 3 are non-zero elements in K and a is non-square. Let 
L = K(/), let a be the non-trivial Galois automorphism —/ and let a0 = 3. 
Then the cyclic algebra E(L/K, a, 3) is the quaternion algebra: 
E = (a, /3)K = K(i,j i 2 = a;j = 3;ij = —ji 
01 
with multiplication defined by i2 = a, j 2  = , k 2 = — a 13 and k = ij = —ji. E is a 
non-commutative four-dimensional K-algebra with K-basis 1, i, j and ij. 
Of course, not every cyclic algebra is a division ring. In particular a quaternion 
algebra (a,,@) fails to be a division ring if and only if the norm form (1, —a, —, a/3) is 
isotropic, i.e. if and only if there is a non-trivial equation 0 = — ax — /3x + a3x 
with x1,x2,x3,x4 E K (see Scharlau [92, p76]). 
ffeq 
11.1.1 Kinds of Involution 
One must distinguish two kinds of involution. Suppose E is an algebra with center 
a field K and let I E -p E° be an involution. The restriction IlK : K -* K is an 
automorphism satisfying 1 12 = idjç. 
Definition 11.1.1. The involution I is said to be of the first kind if its restriction to 
the center is the identity automorphism IlK = WK. Otherwise, I is said to be of the 
second kind. 
Remark 11.1.2. If M is an c-self-dual simple representation then the involution 
End(M) - End(M); f b 1 f"b 
depends in general on a choice of hermitian (or skew-hermitian) form b : M -p M*. 
However, distinct choices yield involutions which are conjugate and, in particular, are 
of the same kind. They are not, however, isomorphic in general. 
In more detail, if b,b' : M - M* are non-singular hermitian forms then we may 
write b' = bc for some c E Aut(M) C End(M) so 
bf*b = (bc)_lf*(b c) = c_lb_lf*b c 
for all f E End(M). Thus we may speak of simple self-dual representations of the first 
and second kind. 
11.1.2 Involutions of the First Kind 
The following theorem of Albert [1, p161] can also be found in Scharlau [92, p306,3541: 
Theorem 11.1.3. i) A central simple algebra A over a field K admits an involution 
of the first kind if and only if A A°. 
ii) If K is an algebraic number field and A is a central simple algebra with center K 
such that A A° then either A = K or A is a quaternion algebra. 
Henceforth we assume that K is a number field. It follows quickly from theo-
rem 11.1.3 that the simple algebras with involution fall into three classes as follows: 
la) A = K is a number field with trivial involution; 
ib) A= K.1 K.i K.j K.k is a quaternion algebra with the 'standard' involution 
a '- defined by 
=-j, ,k=—k 
which fixes precisely K; 
ic) A = K. 1 ED K.i ® K.j ED K. k is a quaternion algebra with 'non-standard' involution 
a '-p a defined by 
k=k 
which fixes a three-dimensional K-vector space. 
Since a = i 1 i for all a E A, multiplication by i transforms an hermitian form over 
a quaternion algebra with non-standard involution a F-p a into a skew-hermitian form 
over the same algebra with standard involution a '- so 
W 1 (A,) W'(A,) 
It is more difficult to define complete Witt invariants in case ic) than in the other cases 
because the local-global principle fails. One requires a secondary invariant which is 
defined if all local invariants vanish - see section 11.2.3 below. 
11.1.3 Involutions of the Second Kind 
Suppose we are given an involution K -p K which fixes an index 2 subfield k C K 
say. We distinguish just two classes of algebras with involutions of the second kind. 
Either 
A = K or 
A is a cyclic algebra over K. 
There is no need to draw any distinction between hermitian and skew-hermitian forms, 
for if K = k( \/) then = —/ and the transformation 4 '-* qc converts hermitian 
forms into skew-hermitian forms (and vice versa): 
W 1 (K) W'(K). 
11.2 Witt Invariants 
The simplest Witt invariant of a symmetric or hermitian form is the rank m modulo 2. 
Of course, if one or more signature invariants are defined then this rank invariant can 
often be deduced from the signatures. An exhaustive multi-signature invariant a has 
already been defined in earlier chapters. We will shortly recall the definitions of two 
further local invariants - the discriminant A and the Hasse-Witt invariant c. In the case 
of quaternionic algebras with non-standard involution, one requires an extra relative 
invariant such as the invariant 0 which was introduced by D.Lewis. 
For a proof of the following theorem, the reader is referred to work by many authors 
including Landherr [49], Milnor and Husemoller [69], O'Meara [74], Scharlau [92], and 
Lewis [63]. 
Theorem 11.2.1. The following table indicates a sufficient set of invariants to distin-
guish Witt classes of forms over each of the five classes of finite dimensional division 
Q-algebra: 
Class DivisionA lgebra Involution Invariants 
la Commutative Trivial m (2), a, z, c 
lb Quaternionic Standard m (2), a 
lc Quaternionic Non-standard m (2), a, L, 9 
2a Commutative Non-trivial m (2), a, L 
2b Cyclic Second Kind m (2), a, L 
Note that in the case ic the invariant 9 is defined only if all the other invariants vanish. 
Corollary 11.2.2. Let R be any ring with involution. The subgroup 8W(R; Q) C 
W(R; Q) is torsion-free. 
Proof. By corollary 5.0.8 W(R;Q) is isomorphic to a direct sum of Witt groups of 
division algebras W 1 (End(M)). It follows from theorem 11.2.1, that the exponent of 
each summand W 1 (End(M)) divides eight (compare caveats 11.2.3 and 11.2.4 below.) 
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11.2.1 Discriminant L 
la The determinant of a non-singular symmetric form 0 : K - (K)* over any 
field K (with trivial involution) is the determinant of the m x m matrix A representing 
0 with respect to some choice of basis. Changing the basis one has det(PAPt) = 
det(A) det(P) 2 so det() is a well-defined element ofwhere (K') 2 = {x2 I x E 
K}. 
The discriminant of 0 is, by definition, 
m(m-1) 
det 2 	 (q5) E 
The discriminant vanishes on hyperbolic forms and is therefore a well-defined Witt 
invariant: 
Caveat 11.2.3. A is not a group homomorphism. On the other hand, the rank mod-
ulo 2 and the discriminant together with a group homomorphism 
!_x K W'(K)_ 
2Z (K') 2 
where the group operation on the right-hand side is 'k-graded': 
(0,a) + (0,b) = (0,ab) 
(0,a) + (1,b) = (1,ab) 
(1, a) + (1, b) = (0, —ab) 
lb Suppose next that K is a field with a non-trivial involution a 	which fixes 
a subfield k of index 2. The discriminant of a hermitian form 0 over K is defined as 





To explain the notation, KOR-0 = JxY I x E K}. 
ic and 2b Finally, if E is a division ring of dimension d2 over its center K and 
Em - (Ern)* is an hermitian form then the determinant of 0 is by definition 
the reduced norm of a matrix representing 0 . It can be computed as follows: Choose a 
Galois extension L of K which splits E, i.e. such thatL®K E Md(L).  Then q induces 
a form QL®E  which is represented by a dri x dn matrix over L and whose determinant 
is det(q). To obtain a Witt invariant one defines the discriminant 
	
L(q) = ( _, ) -(-- " d 
 
2 	det() 
which takes values in if the involution is of the first kind or in 	if the 
involution is of the second kind. Note that if d is even, such as in the case ic, then we 
have A () = det(4). 
11.2.2 Hasse-Witt Invariant c 
Suppose K is an algebraic number field with trivial involution and let W denote the set 
of primes. For each prime p E W and each pair of units a, b E K • there is defined a 
Hilbert symbol 
J 1 	if there exist x, y e K such that ax 2 + by  = 1 (a,b)p 
= otherwise 
Equivalently, (a, b) = 1 if and only if the quaternion algebra (a, b)K is isomorphic to 
the matrix algebra M2 (K). The number of primes at which (a, b) P = — 1 is finite (and, 
according to Hilbert reciprocity, even) so, considering all primes together, we may write 
(a,b) E 	{+1, —1}. 
Given a non-singular symmetric form q = ( al, 	, am ) over K let 
s(q5) = fl(a,aj) E 	{+1, —1}. 
i<j 	 w 
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It turns out that s is independent of the diagonalization. Some adjustment is needed 
to obtain a well-defined Witt invariant c [92, p81]: 
s(q) 	 if m 1, 2 (mod 8) 
C(0) 	
(-1, - det(q))s(q5) if m 3,4 (mod 8) 
(-1, —1)s() 	if m 5,6 (mod 8) 
(-1, det())s() if m 7,8 (mod 8) 
Caveat 11.2.4. The Hasse-Witt invariant c: W'(K) - 	{+1, —1} is not a homo- 
morphism. However, the rank modulo 2, the discriminant and the Hasse-Witt invariant 
together give a homomorphism 
Z 	K' 	/ 
W 1 (K) 	X 
{a a E K} 
X 
where the group law on the right hand side is given by 
(0,d,c) + (0,d',c') = (0,dd',(d,d')cc') 
(0,d,c) + (1,d',c') = (1,dd',(d,—d')cc) 
(1, d, c) + (0, d', c') = (1, dd', (—d, d')cc') 
(1, d, c) + (1, d', c') = (0, —dd, (d, d')cc'). 
11.2.3 Local-Global Principle 
Naturality of devissage and hermitian Morita equivalence (remarks 5.0.15 and 4.2.4) 
give rise to a commutative diagram: 
W(R; Q) 	 fJ W(R; Qp) 
It_ _ 
M W(R; Q) 	> M LIp W ®M(R; QP)> 	> Up M WQ®M(R; Q) 
M W'(EM) 	> 	Up W' (Q ®Q Em)) 	rIP ED M W'(Q ®Q EM) 
where EM = End(R;Q) M. All the sums are indexed by the isomorphism classes of 
€-self-dual simple representations M of R over Q. 
When EM is not a quaternion algebra with non-standard involution (i.e. not in class 
ic above), a local global principle applies. In other words, the natural map 
W'(EM) 
- i:i 
W'(Q ®Q EM)  
is injective. 
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11.2.4 Lewis 0-invariant 
Suppose E = K(a,b) = K(i,j I i2 = a;j = b; ii = —ji) is a quaternion division 
algebra with non-standard involution i = —i, 3 = j. The rank modulo 2, the signatures 
and the discriminánt are together a complete set of local Witt invariants; that is to say, 
if two Witt classes cannot be distinguished by these three invariants then they have the 
same image under the natural map (11.1). 
One further relative invariant is needed to distinguish elements in the kernel of (11.1). 
The first such invariant was constructed by Bartels [3, 4] using Galois cohomology. We 
shall describe instead the more elementary invariant 0 which is due to Lewis [63]. 
Let L = K(,/a) and let W'(L) and W'(L,) denote the Witt groups of L with 
trivial involution and involution i—* - V/a- fixing K respectively. The definition of 0 
involves the following commutative diagram: 
o 	T'V (E, ) 	> T'V'(L, ) 	
' 	147 k (E,) 	W' (L) . 
t t tA tA/ 
0 	W 1 (Ep, 	> flW 1 (L,) 	>flW'(E,) 	flW'(L)... 
in which the horizontal sequences are exact (Lewis [60, 63, 62]) and the products are 
indexed by the primes p of K. The map t is induced by the inclusion of L = K(/) c 
E; ,/ä i. Exactness of the upper row and the injectivity of A' is that Ker(A) C 
Im(t). Given any / E Ker(A) one can choose 0 e W'(L,) such that t() = 0 and let d 
be the discriminant 
K' 
d = (') E LL 
There is now a well-defined injection 
0: Ker(A) - 
['p] i.— {( d,a)p } €s 
where S is the set of primes at which E is a division algebra and where ' -i identifies 
each element (6 1 , . . . , s) with its antipode ( - c, . . . , 
11.3 Localization Exact Sequence 
Although we shall not attempt to extricate the subgroup W(P,2 ; Z) from W(P,; Q) 
in any detail, a first step in that direction is the following localization exact sequence 
which makes sense for any ring R with involution: 
0 - W(R;7Z) - W(R;Q) —* WE(R;Q/Z) 	... 	 (11.2) 
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In this section we define and analyse the groups W(P; Q) and WE(P,;  Q/Z). We omit 
to prove that (11.2) is exact since the argument is quite standard - e.g. Stoltzfus [96, 
pp16-19] or Neumann [72, Theorem 6.5]). 
Definition 11.3.1. If R is any ring with involution, let (R; Q)z-Proj  denote the full 
subcategory of (R; Q)-Proj containing precisely those rational representations AP) 
which are induced up from integral representations, i.e. (M, p) Q ® (Mo, p0). 
Definition 11.3.2. Let W(R; Q) denote the Witt group of (R; Q)z-Proj. 
Lemma 11.3.3. Suppose we are given a short exact sequence in (R;Q)-Proj 
0 -p M - M' -* M" -* 0. 
If M' e (R;(Q)z-Proj then M and M" are also in (R;(Q)z-Proj. It follows, in particular, 
that (R; (Q)z-Proj is an abelian category. 
Proof. If M'_Q®zM then M_Q®z(MflM)  and M"_QØz MnM 
Proposition 11.3.4. There is an isomorphism 
WZE 	W 1 (End(M)) 	 (11.3) 
with one direct summand for each simple c-self-dual M E (R; Q)z-Proj.  In particular 
W(R;Q) is a direct summand of W(R;Q). 
Proof. The first sentence is a consequence of theorems 5.0.7 and 4.2.1. It follows from 
lemma 11.3.3 that simple objects in (R; Q)-Proj are simple in (R; Q)-Proj which im- 
plies the second sentence of the proposition. 	 Li 
Proposition 9.2.1 showed that a semisimple representation M e (R; Q)-Proj lies 
in (R; Q)z-Proj if and only if the character XM  takes values in Z. Let us now give a 
criterion which applies also to non-semisimple representations. 
Lemma 11.3.5. Suppose (M, p) E (R;Q)-Proj. Then the following are equivalent: 
M E (R;Q)z-Proj. 
M is algebraically integral. In other words there exists M' E (R; Q)-Proj and 
No E (R; Z)-Proj such that M M' Q OZ M0. 
S. The subring p(R) C EndQ M is finitely generated as a Z-module. 
Proof. 1 2: Immediate. 
2 = 1: Suppose M ED M' Q 0 No for some M' E (R;Q)-Proj and some No E 
(R; Z)-Proj. The intersection M0 = No fl M is invariant under the action of R and 
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satisfies M Q ®z Mo. 
1 = 3: The representation p factors through a canonical inclusion Endz M0 c-  EndQ M. 
Now p(R) is contained in the finitely generated free Z-module Endz M0 . Since Z is 
Noetherian, p(R) is finitely generated. 
3 => 1: If p(R) is finitely generated then p(R)x is a finitely generated sub-Z-module 
for every x E M. If xi, 	, X is a basis for M over Q then we may set M0 = 
Ei p(R)x. 	 E 
We turn next to the group W(R; (Q/Z). 
Definition 11.3.6. We denote by (R; Q/Z)-Proj the abelian category of representa-
tions (M, p) where M is a finite abelian group and p : R -p Endz M is a ring homo-
morphism. 
The dual module M" = Hom (M, Q/Z) admits the usual R-action 
pA( r)(0)(m _* O( m)) for all OEMA,rER  and m EM. 
so we have defined a duality functor on (R; Q/Z)-Proj. 
Definition 11.3.7. Let WE(R ;  Q/Z) denote the Witt group of (R; (Q/Z)-Proj. 
The machinery described in chapters 4 and 5 is general enough to compute this 
Witt group since (R; Q/Z)-Proj is an abelian category. By theorems 5.0.7 and 4.2.1 
W 6 (R; Q/Z) is a direct sum of Witt groups of finite fields. These are easy to compute 
since the group of units of a finite field is cyclic: 
Lemma 11.3.8. If K is a finite field with trivial involution then 
ifIKH 1  (mod 4) 
W'(K) 	
Z
ifIKH 3  (mod 4) 
ifchar(K)=2. 
If the involution is non-trivial then 
W'(K)4. 
Proof. See for example Scharlau [92, p401 and Milnor and Husemoller [69, p117]. 	E 
Suppose p is an odd prime. It is easy to construct examples of self-dual objects in 
(R; Q/Z)-Proj whose endomorphism ring has p elements. For example, let s act on PZ 
as multiplication by 	We obtain: 
Proposition 11.3.9. There is an isomorphism 
 IDOO 
W(P,;Q/Z) 	W'(End(M)) 	() 	(k). 
There is one summand W'(End(M)) for each isomorphism class of c-self-dual simple 
representations M E (R; Q/Z)-Proj. 
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Chapter 12 
All Division Algebras Occur 
We prove here that every finite dimensional division algebra with involution is the 
endomorphism ring over (P,2 ; Q) of some simple c-self-dual integral representation of 
P,2 . Consequently, all five of the classes of division algebras highlighted in chapter 11 
arise in the computation of boundary link cobordism. We conclude the chapter with a 
proof of theorem A. 
Recall that the quiver path ring P. has presentation 
and involution s i- 1 - s, ir i- ir, for 1 < i <. The endomorphism ring End (p,;Q) M 
of a rational representation (M, p) is 
{(cel, 	a) e 
ft 
EndQM) 	jp(S)jj = p(S)jjj for 1 < i,j < p 	( 12.1) 
where p(s) ij is the composite irM M -- M - irM. 
Proposition 12.0.10. Suppose E is a finite-dimensional division algebra over Q and 
let p > 2. There exists an integral representation M0 of P,2 , finitely generated and free 
over Z, such that M = Q &Z Mo is simple and Efld(p,; Q) (M) is isomorphic to E. 
Recall that the opposite ring E° is identical to E as an additive group but multi-
plication is reversed. 
Proposition 12.0.11. Suppose E is a finite-dimensional division algebra over Q with 
involution I E -* E°. Let c = +1 or —1 and let jt > 2. There exists an c-self-dual 
integral representation M0 of P,2 and an c-hermitian form b0 M0 -* M such that 
M0 is finitely generated and free over Z. 
M = Q 0 M0 is simple. 
There is an isomorphism 
(End (p,;Q) M , /3 	b_h/3*b) 	(E, I) 
of algebras with involution. Here, b M --4 M* is the isomorphism induced by b0. 
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The idea in the proof of proposition 12.0.10 will be to express E as an endomorphism 
ring via the identity 
E EndEo E° 
	
(12.2) 
and let P,1 mimic the action of E° on E°. Our proof of proposition 12.0.11 uses, in 
addition, the observation that for every involution I : E = EndEo E° -* EndEo Eo* = 
E° there exists 6 : Eo* E0 ' such that 1(x) = 6'x"6 for all x E EndEo E°. Such 6 
exists because left vector spaces of equal dimension over E° are isomorphic. 
12.1 Proof of Proposition 12.0.10 
Let I : E -* EndQ E and r : E° -p EIIdQ E denote the regular representations 'multi-
plication on the left' and 'multiplication on the right': 
1(x)(y) = xy and r(x)(y) = yx for all x, y E E. 
Note that 1(E) = ZEfld Q E(r(E° )) and r(E°) = ZEfld Q E(l(E)) where ZEndQE(S) = {x E 
EndQ E Ixs = sx for all s E S} denotes the commutator of a subset S C EndQ E. 
Let us consider first the case i = 2. By theorem 1.0.3 of appendix I, E is generated 
as a Q-algebra by two elements x, X2 say. We define a representation M over Q as 
follows: Let 7r1 M 72M E as Q-vector spaces and let .s e P2 act via the matrix 
r(Xi )I 	1 
1 1 r(x2)) 	
(12.3) 
By equation (12.1) we have 
Endp2 (M) = {(a,o) E EndQEEndQE I cr(x) = r(x)a (i = 1,2)} 
{(c,a) e EndQEEndQE I ci E 1(E)} 
E. 
Multiplying the generators x1, x2 by an integer if necessary we can ensure that 
M Q ® Mo where M0 is an integral representation, finitely generated over Z. 
We must also check that M is a simple representation. Indeed, if M' C M is a 
subrepresentation then the action (12.3) of s implies that 7r1 M' ir2 M' and moreover 
that ir1 M' is a sub-E°-module of E. Thus M' = 0 or M as required. 
The construction extends easily to all i ~! 2. Let irM = E for i = 1,... , j and 
define p(S)ij : irM -* irM by 
p(s),, = 
r(Xi ) ifi=j 
ifij 
where x1, x2, .., x, 1 is any set of generators for E° over Q. This completes the proof 
of proposition 12.0.10. 
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Remark 12.1.1. This proof yields infinitely many representations M = Q ® Mo with 
endomorphism ring E, no two of which are isomorphic. Indeed, one may add any integer 
a E Z to either of the generators x 1 ,X2 and continue to construct M as before. Distinct 
choices of a yield representations with distinct characters, so no two are isomorphic by 
corollary 8.2.4. 
12.2, Proof of Proposition 12.0.11 
12.2.1 Construction of M and b 
In outline, we begin with a representation M constructed as in the previous section 
which is not self-dual but which satisfies EfldQ M E. The endomorphism ring of the 
direct sum M ED M* is E ED E° and the form (° ) : M M* -p (M M*)* induces 
the transposition involution on E E°: 
(3 o\ 	(0 1\_ 1  (j3 	"0 041'0"o ' = o) 	o ') (€ 	 o 	 (12.4) 
We adjust the action of P in such a way that the endomorphism ring is confined 
precisely to the graph of the involution 
{(/3,I(/3))EEE°I/3EE}. 
To explain the construction in more detail, let us assume jt = 2 and let x, X2 be 
generators for E over Q as before. We write 
71  72  E 
with E* = HomQ(E,Q) and let s act on M. via the matrix 
r(x1) 	0 	1 	ly 
0 1 - r(xi)* 	ö —1 	
(12.5) 
1 	 r(x2) 	0 
_5* —1 	0 1 - 
A very mild constraint on the choice of generators x 1 and x2 will be imposed in the proof 
of lemma 12.2.1. The maps 'y and S will be defined below. We define an €-hermitian 
form 
/0 	110 0\ 
b I - 0 0  1 
o€ o) 
It is easy to check that bs = (1 - s)*b, so b: M - M* is a homomorphism of represen-
tations. 
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12.2.2 Calculation of Efld(p2 ;Q) M 
Lemma 12.2.1. The generators x j and x2  can be chosen such that every endomor-
phism a E Efld (p2 ; Q) M can be written 
(01 	010 0\ 
0 
/3Io 0 
0 01/32 0 
0 0  j3) 
In other words 
Endp2 (M) C EndQ(E) e EndQ (E*) End, (E) ED EndQ (E*) . 
Proof. Certainly every endomorphism of M is a direct sum of an endomorphism of 71 M 
and an endomorphism of 7r2M. We may think of the component 7r1 M as a representation 
\ of a polynomial ring Z[s]  where si 	
(r(-i) 	0acts via o 1_r(xi)*)  E EndQ(lr l M). 
The subfield L1 = Q(xi) C E generated by xi is a simple representation of Z[sil] 
in which the action of s1i is multiplication by x. Moreover, E can be expressed as a 
direct sum of copies of these simple representations E = L?". Dually, E*  is a direct 
sum of simple representations L on which ii  acts as 1 - r(xi )* . 
Multiplying xi by an integer if necessary, we can assume that the endomorphism 
r(x i ) e EndQE is not isomorphic to 1_r(xi)*  e EndQ (E*) ,  so that L 1 and L are not 
isomorphic representations. It follows that Homz[11j(L,  L*") = 0 whence 
EndZ[811 ](lrl M) = Endz[311] (E) ED Endz [sll ](E*). 
The same argument applies to 72(M), completing the proof of lemma 12.2.1. 	Li 
	
Equation (12.1) imposes relations on the components /31,  /3, 	and 	of an endo- 
morphism /3 E End(p2 ,Q) M. In particular, 
(i31 0(1 y(1 Y\(/32  0 
ko 3jj 	_i)s —i)ko 
so 131 = /32 and /3 = 0. If we write 0 =,31 = 02 and 0' = 0 = 0 then the relations 
imposed in (12.1) can be summarized as follows: 
f3r(x)=r(x)/3 for i=1,2; 	 (12.6) 
13/r(xi)* = r(xj )*/3/ for i = 1,2; 	 (12.7) 
= '-y/3'; 	 /3,.y* = */3t; 	 (12.8) 
= 5/3; 	
35* = 5*/3• 	 (12.9) 
On 
Equation (12.6) is equivalent to the statement that /3 e EndQ E is left multiplication 
by some element x E E. Similarly, equation (12.7) is equivalent to the statement that 
0' E Endç (E*) is dual to left multiplication by some x' e E: 
/3 = 1(x); 	3' = l(x I)* . 
The adjoint involution a i-p b 1 a*b  is the transposition (1(x), l(x/)*) '-p (1(x'), l( x )*) 
by equation (12.4). We wish to choose -y and 6 in such a way that equations (12.8) 
and (12:9) impose precisely the condition x' = 1(x). 
If 6 is invertible and satisfies 61(x) = 1(I(x ))*6 for all x E E then the equations (12.9) 
impose the equivalent relations x' = 1(x) and x = 1(x') exactly as we require. Suitable 
6 exists because the representations 
E — EndQE 	 E * EndQ (E*) 	 (12.10) 
X i- 1(x) 	 x '-+ l(I(x ))* 	 (12.11) 
have the same dimension and are therefore isomorphic. We can then set y = 6' so 
that equations (12.8) become equivalent to equations (12.9). 
To ensure that (M, b) can be expressed as Q®z(Mo,  bo) we can, if necessary, multiply 
-y and 6 by an integer. 
12.2.3 Proof that M is Simple 
If M' C M is a subrepresentation then (r) 1 - r(xi)*) 
maps irM' to itself for 
i = 1 and for i = 2 so in each case 7rM' = 	W2 where V C E = Lr is invariant 
under right multiplication by x i and W C E* = (L! ) is invariant under the action 
of 1 - r(xi)*. 
The maps 





imply that V1 = V2 and W 1 = W2. Thus V1 is invariant under multiplication by both 
x 1 and X2,  so V1 = 0 or E. Since 'y  and 6 are isomorphisms, we have V1 W 2 and so 
= 0 or M' = M. 
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12.2.4 The general case t > 2 
If p> 2 one can perform a very similar construction. One asserts that irM - E ED E* 








Here, x 1 ,, x, is a set of generators for E over Q and  'y  and 8 are defined exactly as 
above. 
Remark 12.2.2. As in remark 12.1.1 above, one may add integers to the generators x 
and X2 to obtain for any (E, I) an infinite family of integral representations {Mi,E}i EN 
and forms b,E M,E -p M2 such that, for each i, (Mo, bo) = (It/I,E, b,E) satisfies 
conditions i), ii) and iii) of proposition 12.0.11. 
12.3 Computation of C2q_1(F) up to Isomorphism 
We are finally in a position to prove theorem A which states that if ji > 2 and q > 1 
then C2q_1 (F,1 ) is isomorphic to a countable direct sum 







. ( 12.12) 
2Z 4Z 9z 
We refer to Fuchs [31] for general results on infinitely generated abelian groups. 
We start, as usual, with the identification C2q_1(F,1) 
w(_l)(p;z), assuming 
q> 2. The case q = 2 of (12.12) follows directly from the other cases because C3 (F,1 ) 
is an index 2  subgroup of C7(F,1 ). 
Since P,1 is finitely generated, WE(P, 1;  Z) is countable. Now the kernel of the natural 
map 
W , (P"; Z) - W , (P/,; (C) 	 (12.13) 
is 8-torsion and is therefore a direct sum of cyclic groups [31, Theorem 17.11. The 
image of 12.13 is a subgroup of a free abelian group and hence is free abelian itself [31, 
Theorem 14.5]. Thus C2q 1(F,1 ) is a direct sum of cyclic groups of orders 2, 4, 8 and 
cc. We must show that there are infinitely many summands of each order. 
By lemma 11.0.6 and corollary 5.0.8 we have 
W 6 (P,1 ;7Z) C W 6 (P/' 	Wf f (P,1 ;Q). 	 (12.14) 
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To each finite-dimensional division algebra E with involution let us associate a family 
(M,E, bj,E)iEN  of integral representations as in remark 12.2.2. Composing 12.14 with 
the Morita isomorphisms 
eQØ(M.E bE) : WQ®M.E(Pf;Q) W'(E) 
the element [M,E] e W 6 (P,2 ;Z) is mapped to (1) E W 1 (E). 
It will suffice for our purposes to consider commutative fields E = K with trivial 
involution. By a theorem of A.Pfister, the order of (1) in W'(K) is twice the level of 
K (e.g. Milnor and Husemoller [69, p751 or Scharlau [92, pp7l-73]): 
Definition 12.3.1. Let K be any (commutative) field. If —1 is a sum of squares in K 
then the level of K is the smallest integer s such that —1 is a sum of s squares. If —1 
is not a sum of squares, so that K is formally real, let s = 00. 
Pfister showed further that the level of any field is either infinity or a power of 2 
(cf theorem 7.1.5 above). In the case of an algebraic number field, caveat 11.2.4 confirms 
that order((1)) = 2s and implies moreover that s is 1, 2 or 4 or oo (compare Lam [47, 
p299]). 
Let TK C W'(K) denote the additive subgroup of W 1 (K) generated by (1). We 
have ITKI = 2s = 2, 4, 8 or oo. IfTK =2,4or8 then itis easy to check that TKis 
pure subgroup of W'(K): 
TK fl mW 1 (K) = mTK for all m E Z. 
It follows that TK is a direct summand of W'(K) [31, Proposition 27.1]. On the other 
hand, if TK is infinite then any signature is a split surjection a W 1 (K) -+ Z; (1) - 1 
so, again, TK is a direct summand. The preimage 
eQØ(J 
i, K ,b, K) 
(TK) C W(P;Z). 
i,K 
generated by the [Mi,K, bi,K] must therefore be a direct summand. 
It remains to exhibit number fields K of level 1, 2, 4 and oo. 
If K = Q(/1i) then —1 is a square so ITKI = 2 and ( z) 	is a summand of 
C2q_1(Fu ). 
If K = Q(s./) then it is easy to check that —1 is not square, but is a sum of 
two squares: 
+ 	) 2 
+ ((i 	
) 
z Thus ITKI = 4 and () 	is a summand of of C2q_1(F,). 
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0 	0 0 0 1 —1 
00 010 0 
00 0 €0 0 
C  006 € 
	
—E —1 0 0 0 	1 
0 0 —1 0 0 7 
0 0 —1 0 —7€ 0 













4) In K = Q(/), we have —1 = (/) 2 + 22  + 12  + 1 2 . Let us show that —1 
is not a sum of two squares. Let w = (1 + /7) and let Q(/7) denote the 
completion of Q(/) at the dyadic prime ideal (w) i Z[w]. If —1 is a sum of 
two squares in Q(/7), then there exists a non-trivial equation a 2 + b2 + c2 = 0 
where a, b, c are elements of the valuation ring Z[w] not all of which lie in the 
maximal ideal (w) zi Z[w}. Working modulo w 2 we obtain a non-trivial equation 
a2 + b2 + c2 0 with a, b, c E 	-. (w 2 ) 	4Z 
Only 0 and 1 are squares in so we have reached a contradiction. Thus ITK I = 8 
and ( z ) 	is a summand of C2q_1(F,L). 
oo) The field Q is formally real; —1 is not a sum of squares. Thus TQ is infinite and 
Zeoo is a summand of C2q_1(F). 
Example 12.3.2. Setting E = Q( \/') with trivial involution and 6 = (_1)q,  the 
proof of proposition 12.0.11 implies that the following integral representation (Z 8 , p, 
has order 8 in W (P2; Z): 
/1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
0 10 001 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 —1 0 
P(S) = 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 —1 
1 0 0 —E 0 —7 0 0 
0 1 —E 0 1 0 0 0 
0 —c —1 0 0 0 1 —1 
€ 0 0 1 0 0 7 1 	/ 




0 0 	0 0 0 	0 1 0 
00000001 
0000c 000 
\0 0 	0 0 0 	6 0 Oj 
The corresponding Seifert matrix is: 
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Appendix I 
Primitive Element Theorems 
The aim of this appendix is to prove the following: 
Theorem 1.0.3. Suppose k is a commutative field of characteristic zero and E is a 
division k-algebra which is finite dimensional over k. Then there exist elements a, 0 E E 
such that E is generated as a k-algebra by a and 3. 
Suppose E c F are division rings. If F is finitely generated as a left E-module and 
S c F is any subset then the ring E(S) generated in F by S over E (i.e. the intersection 
of subrings of F containing E and 8) is a division ring. Indeed, any non-zero 'y E E(S) 
must satisfy some equation 
a + ayy + ... + amym = 0 
with each a2 E E and ao =A 0 so we have 
—a'(a1 + a'y + .. . + amym_l)  E E(S). 
To prove theorem 1.0.3 we therefore need only show that a and 3 generate E as a 
division ring over k. 
Definition 1.0.4. We shall use the notation I(FIE) to denote the set of intermediate 
division rings 
I(FIE) = {G I E c C C F}. 
We shall assume the following theorems: 
Theorem 1.0.5. (e.g. [50, p243]). Suppose L is a commutative field of finite dimension 
over a subfield K. There exists an element a E L such that K(a) = L if and only if 
I(L/K) is finite. If L/K is separable then I(L/K) is finite. 
Theorem 1.0.6. ([18, p110]). Suppose E C F are division rings and E is infinite. If 
I(FIE) is finite then there exists a e F such that F = E(a). 
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Theorem 1.0.7 (Centralizer Theorem). (e.g. [92, p42] or [21, p42]) Let A be a 
simple algebra with center K such that dimK A < oo and let B C A be a simple sub-
K-algebra. Then 
dimKA = dimKBdimK(ZA(B)) 
where 
ZA(B)={aEA lab =baVbEB} 
is the centralizer of B in A. 
Proof of theorem 1.0.8. Let K be the center of E and let L be a maximal commutative 
subfield of E, so that ZE(L) = L. Now L is separable over k so by theorem 1.0.5, 
L = k(a) for some a e L and the set I(L/k) of fields intermediate between L and k is 
finite. It follows from the centralizer theorem 1.0.7 that 
ZE(ZE(C)) = C 
for all C E I(E/K) and hence that there is a bijection 
ZE(_) : I(L/K) - I(E/L). 
Therefore I(E/L) is finite and, by theorem 1.0.6, there exists ,3 E E such that E = L(j3) 




In this appendix we prove that a duality preserving functor (F, (D, ,q) between hermitian 
categories is an equivalence if and only if the underlying functor F is an equivalence. 
11.1 Functors 
We first recall some definitions of category theory. Let C and V be categories and let 
F : C - V be a functor. F is said to be faithful if for all objects M, M' in C, the 
induced map 
F: Homc(M,M') - Homp(F(M),F(M')) 	 (11.1) 
is injective. If this induced map (11.1) is surjective for all M and M' one says that F is 
full. F is an equivalence of categories if there exists a functor F' : V - C and natural 
isomorphisms a: FT - idc and /3: FF' -p idp. 
Lemma 11.1.1. An equivalence of categories is faithful and full. 
In fact, F is an equivalence of categories if and only if F is faithful and full and 
every object in V is isomorphic to F(M) for some object M e C (see Bass [5, p4]). 
Lemma 11.1.2. If F : C -p V is an equivalence of categories with inverse F' then 
one can choose natural isomorphisms a : FT -4 idc and )3 : FF' -* idp such that 
F'(/3N) = aF(N) for all objects N e V and F(am) = /3F(M) for all objects M E C. 
Proof. Fix a natural isomorphism a : F'F - idc. For each N E V define ON 
FF'(N) - N by F'(/3N) = aF/(N). We must check that 6 is a natural isomorphism 
and that /3F(M) = F(aM). 
Suppose N and N' are objects of V and f E Romv(N, N'). Using the naturality 
of a we have F'(f)F'()3N) = F'(f)aFI(N) = aF/(NF)F'FF'(f) : F'FF'(N) - F'(N'). 
Since F' is faithful by lemma 11.1.1, f  3 = /3N'FF'(f) so /3 is a natural transformation. 
Since F' is full and F(3N) = aF(N) has an inverse for each N, ON  is also invertible. 
Thus ,6 is a natural isomorphism. 
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Finally, since a is natural there is a commutative square 
M)' F  F1FF/F((M F'F(M) 
	
F'F(aM)I 	 tam 
F'F(M) am 	M 
so F'F(aM) = aFFF(M) and therefore F'(13F(M)) = aFFF(M) = F'F(aM). Since F' is 
faithful, 13F(M) = F(am) as required. 	 El 
11.2 Duality Preserving Functors 
In definition 3.3.10 the notion was introduced of a duality preserving functor (F, 1, ij) 
C -* V between two hermitian categories. 
Definition 11.2.1. Composition of duality preserving functors is given by 
o (F, ID, ) = (F' o F, 'F'(I), ri'ri) 
with ('F'())M = 'F(M) F'(4). 
The identity morphism on a hermitian category C is (ide, lid * IM EC, 1), which will 
be abbreviated idc. 
Definition 11.2.2. Suppose (F, '1, ij), (F', 1', r) : C - V are duality preserving func-
tors. A natural transformation a : (F, , i) - (F', 1', q) is a natural transformation 
a: F -p F' such that 
a,aM* = 	F(M*) F(M)* 	 (11.2) 
for all M E C. 
Remark 11.2.3. If (F', V, ,q) : C -p V is a duality preserving functor and a : F - F' is 
• natural transformation then equation (11.2) defines a pull-back (1 such that (F, 1, ii) is 
• duality preserving functor and a: (F, 4),77) -p (F', 1)', ij) is a natural transformation. 
Proof. It suffices to check that TfF(M) = 7(I'M*F(zM). Indeed, 
MF(M) = (a,f4aM,)*iF(M) 
* 	11,./ \* ** = aM. M) aMZF(M) 






Definition 11.2.4. A duality preserving functor (F, 4), ij) : C - V is said to be 
an equivalence of hermitian categories if there exists (F, V, ,q) : V - C such that 
(F', 4)', ij) o (F, 4), i) is naturally isomorphic to idc = (ide, {id}Mec, 1) and (F, (D, q) 
(F', (K ii) is naturally isomorphic to id. Hermitian categories C and V are said to be 
77-equivalent if there is an equivalence (F, 4),77 ) : C -p V. 
Proposition 11.2.5. A duality preserving functor (F, 4),71) : C -p V is an equivalence 
of hermitian categories if and only if F : C -p V is an equivalence of categories. 
Proof. The'only if' part follows directly from the definitions. Conversely, suppose 
(F, 4), ij) is a duality preserving functor, and F is an equivalence. As in lemma 11.1.2, 
there exists F' : V -+ C and natural isomorphisms a : F'F -* idc and /3 : FF' - id 
such that F'(/3N) = OF(N) for all objects N e V and F(am) = /3F(M) for all objects 
M e C. 
We aim to define 4)' : F(_*) 	F'(_)' such that (F', 4)', ij) is a duality preserving 
functor and a : (F', 4)', i) o (F, (D, ) - idc and )3 : (F, (b, ij) o (F', V, q) -p id are 
natural isomorphisms. 4)' must satisfy the following equations for all M E C and 
N E 
(4))*jF, (N)  = r14) J*F'(iN) : F'(N) -+ F(N*)*; 	 (11.3) 
4)'F(M)F' ( (DM) = a m* am* : FF(M*) --+ FF(M)*; 	 (11.4) 
4)F1(N)F(4)'r..r) = /3/3N* : FF(N*) 	FF(N)* . 	 (11.5) 
Since F is faithful, equation (11.5) serves as a definition of 4). 
Proof of equation (113): Since F is faithful, it suffices to check that F((4)/N )*)F(iF, (N) ) = 
77F(4)'.)FF'(iN). Composing on the left by 4)F'(N)  and applying equation (11.5) to 
the right hand side we aim to show 
4)F1(N*)F((4) i%.r ) * )F(iF,(N)) =,q,3* r./3N.*FF'(iN). 
Indeed, 
	
4)F,(N*)F((4)v)*)F(iF,(N)) = 	 by naturality of 4) 
=by equation (3.2) 





= ?7/3. iNI3N  by naturality of i 
= r//31 ,./3N..FF'(iN) by naturality of /3. 
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Proof of equation (11.4): Applying F and composing on the left by 1'F'F(M)  it suffices 
to check that 
FF(M)F(aM)F(cM*). 
By equation (11.5) the left hand side is /3 M )J3F(M).FF'(IM) while 
F(cM )* M F(oM *) by naturality of 
IMMIF(M) 
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